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I.	 Introduction
Many mechanical systems can be modeled in state space format as the
constant coefficient linear matrix differential equation:
x = Ax + Bu	 (1)
y = Cx + Du	 (2)
where
	
x = n-vector of state variables
u = m-vector of control variables
y = p-vector of output variables.
In a typical mechanical system, one would be able to measure many, but perhaps
not all, of the state variables x. An estimate x of the complete state might
be obtained through a Luenberger observer or Kalman filter. The control
system design task then consists of finding an algebraic or dynamic control
law u(x, y, t) which yields the control signal based on measurable quantities.
This study is concerned with evaluation of alternative computational
procedures for obtaining the feedback control law. It is desired to find
computational methods which
1) involve only a small number of free parameters (i.e. two or
three) to be specified by the designer so that minimal user
interaction or "cut and try" iteration is required, and
2) yield robust control, i.e. the controller is insensitive to
small changes in the A and B matrices and performs satisfactorily
when the mechanical system is operating away from the nominal
design point.
The methods evaluated in this study assume that "he full state is





The three methods evaluated are:
1;	 the standard linear quadratic regulator (LQR) design method l , where
one minimizes the performance index
J = 
I
`^ (xTQx + uTRu)dt
0
with Q positive semi-definite and R positive definite matrices of
appropriate dimension.
2) minimization of the norm of the feedback matrix, II K iI via nonlinear
programming subject to the constraint that the closed-loop eigen-
values be in a specified domain in the complex plane.
3) maximize the angles between the closed-loop eigenvectors (or,
equivalently, make corresponding left and right eigenvectors as
nearly colinear as possible) in combination with minimizing IiKII
also via nonlinear programming subject to the closed-loop eigen-
value constraint in 2.
These three methods are called the LQR, min K and robust controller design
methods, respectively.
The specific function minimization technique used for design methods 2)
and 3) is a modification of Powell's conjugate gradient method requiring no
gradient information. 2 Admittedly, this is not the current state-cif-the-art
in nonlinear progran,iing, but the method is simple and reliable, and adequate
for this preliminary study.
The domain of the complex plane chosen for closed-loop eigenvalue place-
ment in methods 2 and 3 is illustrated in Figure 1. The domain is bo^!nded
on the right by the maximum real part of eigenvalues, REMAX, and on the left
by the minimum real part of eigenvalues, REMIW. The top and bottom boundaries
are specified by the maximum ratio of imaginary and real parts of complex
7
(%. I
Figure 1 The domain in complex plane specified by parameters
REMIN, REMAX and RTOMAX.
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a(A)	 { l , a2 , ..., ^nr
Thus the eigenvalue domain can be specified mathematically as
	
REMIN < Re (*% i ) 5 REMAX	 (5)
	
Im (Xi) ^ 
RTOMAX	 (6)
Re (Xi)
for all i - 1, 2, ..., n.
This choice of eigenvalue domain in the complex plane is based on the
spectral structure of linear systems 3 ' 4 . That is, given any arbitrary control
function u(t)the ti me response of sys tem /1) 'is
x(t) = eAt x(o) + t eA(t-T) Bu(T)dT.	 (7)
^o
The matrix exponential can be decomposed as
At _	 n	 N i t	 H
e	 -	 e	 viwi
i=1
where v i and wi are the right- and left-eigenvectors of the A matrix, i.e.
	
A v i = :% i v i , w i H A	 i w i H .	 (8)
The eigenvalue problem (8) can be written in matrix form as
A = MJQ	 (9)
where	 J = diag ( '1' X2' .. . 3 'n)
M = [v l v2—"' vn]
w 1H
w2
Q = M-1 -
`vnH
In general the eigenvalues will be distinct and stable for the closed-loop
system.
9
Assume that r of the eigenvalues are real and stable, i.e.
xi =-a i <0, 1 = i,	 4,	 ...,	 r
and that 2c eigenvalues are complex and stable, so that there are c complex
conjugate pairs
ar+j=-'Aj+iaj,	 01j<0
Xr+c+j = 7r+j = - a 	 - i^ j , j = 1, 2, ..., c.




	 e-aitEi + -1 e-, (cos(^jt)Fj + sin(^i t)Gj)	 (10)
	
i = 1	 j=1
where E i , F i and G i are the appropriate real projection matrices formed from
the dyad product of right- and left-eigenvectors.
As seen from (7) and (1JI , the rate of decay of the response x(t) of the
closed-loop system is characterized by the time constant
	
z = max ^_l  ... , 1 1 , ... 1}.
a 	 ar O` 1	 01 
A larger time constant 	 means slower system response, and : is kept from
becoming large by the right-hand eigenvalue boundary REMAX, i.e.
Re (.\ i ) < REMAX impl ies T < REMAX
	
(12)
Note that REW,%X will always be negative for a stable design. The"choice of
REMAX is governed by (12) to achieve a desired or specified closed-loop time
constant T.
The effect of the eigenvalue ratio
Im (^i)
_< RTOMAX
Re ( N i )
on transient response is well known for the standard damped harmonic oscillator
equation
x + (2,;,,n ) x + `'^ n2 x = 0.
10
That is, as shown in Figure 1, RTOMAX and 	 are related by the angle
v - TAN-1 (RTOMAX) cos -1 W.
In order to have well damped non-oscillatory mo'.:ion in each mode correspond-
ing to a complex closed-loop eigenvalue, one can choose ; >_ .71 or -Y < 45°
which implies RTOMAX < 1.
The left-hand boundary REMIN of the eigenvalue domain is added only to
form a closed domain. In general, sending closed-loop eigenvalues far to
the left in the complex plane requires large entries in the feedback matrix K,
which is prevented by minimizing 11KIr. However, there is no penalty in terms
of system stability or transient response if closed-loop eigenvalues have
large negative real part.
As stated above, the third or "robust" design method was chosen to yield
a closed-loop system whose eigenvalues are insensitive to small changes in the
A and B matrices. The relationship between orthogonality of closed-loop
eigenvectors and the sensitivity of closed-loop eigenvalues is described in
the next chapter.
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II. Eigenvalue Robustness Through Eigenvector Orthogonality
As previously described (9), the closed-loop system is as uated to
have distinct eigenvalues [X V ..., A d where
A+BKaAaMJMI
J - diag (a l , ...,an)
and corresponding (right) eigenvectors
M = [vlv2...vn].




due to small changes in A and B, and assess the effects of the perturbations
E on the eigenvalues {X 1' ,.., "n1 using first-order perturbdt!on theory.'
Let ; and v represent a particular eigenvalue/eigenvector pair , (possibly
complex) with the e i genvector normalized so that
11 V II _ ( v Hv)1/2 = 1
We will proceed to find approximations to an eigenvalue V and eigenvector
V1 of the perturbed system
(A + E) v' _ X'v'	 (13)
that are near X and v. Since E is small, i.e.
I I E I I = 0(e), 0<e << 1
the differences %'-a and v'-v will also be small, i.e.
X, - A _ u, IM = 0(E)« 1	 (14)
v' - v = q : II g iI = 0(=) <<1 .	 (15)
If v' is also normalized as v' Hv' = 1, then q will be orthogonal to v, i.e.
qHv = 0.
In order to obtain expressions for a and q, let U be any n x (n-1) dimen-
sional matrix such that [vU] is n x n and unitary, i.e.





so v is orthogonal to each column of U. The perturbation vector q can then be
written as a linear combination of the columns of U, i.e.
q=Up.
The final results
I V - Al _< II E II II w"II + IIE11 2 IlU(aI - U "au) -1UH11
I X '	 I :5 E ll w"II + E2 II( aI - UHAU) -1 Il 	 (16)
and
V, - v = ([ - UHAU) -1 UHE v
I vy	 V I e E II( XI - UHAU)-111	 (17)	
a
are derived in Appendix E . As equation (16) indicates, for small perturba-
tions E the length of the left eigenvector w i
 corresponding to eigenvalue
1 i provides a measure of the sensitivity of , i to variations in A + BK. Since
the left eigenvectors provide a reciprocal basis  for the right eigenvectors, 	 a
it follows that
Il wi "Vill = 1•
The angle d i between vectors w i anc v i measured by
8 i = cos
W.Hv.
(18)-1	 i (w1 Hw1) 1/2 (v1Hv^)1/2
also provides a measure of the length of w i and the sensitivity of X i to
perturbations E. Small angles a i
 will indicate that w i is small, and there-
fore the eigenvalue X i is "robust".
The second result, equation (17), indicates that the sensitivity of
eigenvector v i is proportional to the distance between eigenvalue ^ i and the
rest if the eigenvalue spectrum of A. Note that U HAU has the same eigenvalue
as A less x,, i.e.
{UHAU} = a(A} - ki.
In order , for eigenvector v i to be insensitive to variations in A, we want
13
the eigenvalue spectrum %{A} to be well separated in the complex plane, i.e.
no two eigenvalues y X  should be closely spaced, or t a i - Xj j should be
maximized for all  # j.
14
III. Design Problems
The system matrices used for this design study are fourth order with
two and three control variables, and represent linearized lateral plane







u = rudder (rad)
Yaw control* (rad)
*for Hall a/c only.
The first example is taken from Montgomery and Hatch  (1969) and represents
the lateral dynamics of an early version of the Space Shuttle. The system


















The second example models the lateral dynamics of a T-33 trainer and is
described in Hall 9
 (1971). The yaw control is achieved through asymmetric
deflection of drag petals mounted on wing tip tanks.
15
-3.18 0.0 0.63 -10.6
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
A=
-0.06 0.0 -0.27 4.18








IV. Programs NEWSOM and LINEAR
As described in Chapter I, a matrix K is computed to feedback the full
state to the control variables as
u = Kx.	 (19)
This chapter describes the program NEWSOM and the algorithm used for the
minimum K and robust controller design methods.
The basic purpose of the program NEWSOM (listed in Appendix A) is tc
minimize an unconstrained function of several variables with inequality con-
straints imposed as penalty terms added to the cost function. The multivariable
function is minimized using the Powell conjugate gradient nonlinear programming
method (Zangwill, 1967) implemented in subroutine POWELL. A key part of the
nonlinear program is the line search algorithm, performed by subroutine MINPT.
The line search is performed with a combination of outward stepping with
doubling of successive step sizes, inward stepping using the golden section
search routine, and parabolic curve fit.
The independent variables over which POWELL searches are the nm elements
of the K matrix. The cost function is defined as the sum of five scalar
terms f  each with a weighting factor wT.
5
f ( x ) _	 w if i (x)	 (20)
i=1
The scalar functions are defined as
nm	 21/2
fl( x ) = E xi	 =i s K }	 (21)
i=f
f2 (x) =	 max(0, REMIN - Re(Ni))2
i=1
f3 (x) =	 max(0, Re(Y - REMAX)2
i=1
n




where {N,l I are the eigenvalues of the closed loop system A - A + BK. The
three terms f2 (x), f3 (x), f4 (x) constrain the closed-loop eigenvalues to
remain in the doraain r of the complex plane illustr%ted in Figure 1. The
fifth scalar function provides a measure of eigenvector orthogonality.
Note that the eigenvector angles . ij defined here differ from the angle
")
i introduced in Chapter II. As ^ ij goes to 90° for all i ^ j, of goes to
zero.
-1	 viHv.ij = cos (viHvi) /2 (vJHvJ) /2
n	 i -1
f5(x)	
E L ( ij - 
900)10 1/10
J =2 j-1	 J
The power of ten on each term and the tenth root on the SU mation are employed
to achieve equal penalization of small angles ^ij.
The flowchart of program NEWSOM is presented in Figure 2. As shown, the
program contains integer flags to control the execution of multiple cases
(with a separate namelist block for each case) and the amount of printed out-
put. The program input variables are defined in comment cards at the beginning
of the program.
The key program inputs are the initial values of the independent vari-
ables (the elements of K) and the weighting terms wTl, ..., wT5. To generate
a minimum K control law, the program is run with wT5 = 0 and all other weights
chosen to place closed-loop eigenvalues in or near the region 1. To generate
a robust control law, the program is run with primary weight on the term
f 5(x) and very little or no weight on the fi (x) term.
The second program, LINEAR, was used to compute the LQR controller gains
for both aircraft. The complete program listing is presented in Appendix B.
This program was not written specifically for this research project, but was
i5
Figure 2 Flowchart of program NEWSOM
start
^^-	 read namelist NSOMIN from file
NEWSOM INPUT
SKIP > 1	 YES	 IGONT 2:1
NO
i
fIPRINT ? 3, then print out
amelist NSOMIN
stop
if x(1) = -1, then randomize the
elements of the initial K matrix,
K = Ex(j)]
if IPRINT >_ 1, then print out
A and B matrices
compute cost function with initial
K and print out cost terms, eigen-
values and angles between eigen-
vectors
subroutine RANDS computes random
numbers -1 < x(j) < 1, j =1, ...nm
y,J
function COSTF computes cost
function. If IPRINT ? 5,
print partial output;jf TPRINT >
8, print complete output
minimize the function f(x) of the
nm elements of K.
f(t) = WTI * fl(x) + 14172 * f2(x)
+ W173 * f3(x) + WT4 * f4(x)
+ W175 * f5(x)
19













if IOUT >_ 1,
NSOMIN on fill
20
previously developed by an AOE department graduate student, Mr. Mark Hreha.
Flowcharts, input variable definitions and descriptions of the algorithms




V. Results of programs NEWSOM and LINEAR
For each of the two design problems, i.e. for the Hall and Montgomery
aircraft models listed in Chapter III, three minimum K controllers, three
robust controllers and three LQR controllers were computed. The three
different controllers for the minimum K and robust cases we obtained by
specifying different values of the time constant z (or equivalenity REMAX
namely z a 1, .5 and .25 sec. Table 1 presents the input data for these cases.
The values of the weights wTl, ..., wT5 were chosen to provide a good tradeoff
between the placement of closed-loop eigenvalues in the r domain (controlled
by wT2, wT3 and wT4), and minimization of {6KJJ (controlled by wTl) or maximiza-
tion of robustness (controlled w175). The LQR controllers were generated with
the performance index wei ghting matrices Q and R, also listed in Table 1.
The set of three LQR controllers for each aircraft were obtained by varying
the control weighting matrix in the performance index as
R=aIm
with. = 100., 1., and .04.
The resulting output K matrices from programs NEWSOM and LINEAR for
the Montgomery and Hall aircraft are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
The corresponding closed-loop eigenvalues and angles ^ ij between eigenvectors
are presented in Tables 4 and 5 following Chapter VII.
Once the eighteen feedback cases were generated, they were evaluated
by comparing trajectory time histories, and by comparing the sensitivity of
closed-loop eigenvalues to perturbations in the A and a matrices. These
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ETable 2	 Gain Matrices for Montgomery Aircraft
MIN K K MATRIX
_	 1.0 1,4941162E-1 1.0!535228E-1 1.6827383EO -2.3151433E-1`
-4.1928029E-1 2.0296771E-2 3.658392OEO -4.7954880E-2
= 0.5
'
1.7022794E-1 2.6'196051E-1 2,3499689EO -1.1856604"0
-6.0164034E•1 -2.7018290E-2 4.0587797EO 4.8925018E-i
--	 0'25 1.2836323EO 8,5040188E-1 1.3259439"0 3.2358761EO
-3.1967741E-1 -1.5637993E1 4.4778833EO -1.5113544EO
ROBUST K MATRIX
=	 1.0
6.5132E-1 8.2589E-2 1.60285EO -7.393E-1
„
-3.85575E-1 -1.92548E-1 3.46768EO -6,0737E-1
T = 0.5 6.4359E-1 6.764E-1 2.07949EO -7.41E-1
` -3.8107E-1 -2.44E-1 3.5064EO -4.32244E-1
0.25 1.0368EO 1.27027EO 2.05683EO -7.43469E-1
-3.599E-1 -3.22E-'► 3.81589EO -5.2096E-1
LQR	 K MATRIX
u = 100	 3.306E-1 1.0918E-1 -6.9998E-1 2.6222EO
-1.784E-1 -3.913E-2 4.8287E-1 -1.4068EO
.	 = 1	 1.2583"0 1.0046EO -3.068E-1 5.9393EO
-1.7087E-1 9.53E-2 1.0189EO -1.734EO
_	 .04	 5.1'EO 4.8719EO 1.06E-1 7.2623EO
-5.9375E-2 1.1309EO 5.0654EO -2.5309EO
24
Table 3 Gain Matrices for Hall Aircraft
`	 MIN K K MATRIX
e -3.97326E-2 1.20207E-2 2.16118E-1
7= 1.0 -4.35985E-3 -9.44925E-1 -3.66113E-3
F 1.99877E-2 2.559;4EO 4.75163EO
2.46900E-2 2.40550E-1 -3,01650E-1
= 0.5 -1.39400E-3 3.84000E-2 2.29900E-2
-1.16600E-2 -4.38000E-2 4.14500EO
3.56954E-1 1.45003EO -1.29224EO













.	 =	 1.0 1.51900E-1 -9.33000E-1 2.64400E-3
-2.63300E0 2:535OOEO 5,53060EO
3.81900E-2 4.13300E-1 -2.75920E-1
= 0.5 -1.62450E-3 3.86788E-2 2.53255E-2
-1.25480E-2 -4.43500E-2 4.15544EO
4.99740E-1 1,46229EO 1.12387E-1











QR	 K MA`'J X
4.51300E-2





































This FORTRAN program integrates ordinary differential equations and is
used to give the time trajectory of multivariable linear systems. It also
provides information on the eigenvalue stability of the linear system. The




where x is the n x 1 state vector
u is the m x 1 control vector
A is the n x n system matrix
6 is the n x in control matrix
K is the m x n feedback matrix.
The program integrates the differential equations using the Runge-
Kutta 4th order method. In this method for a given differential equation
dx = f (x,Y)
we have y i+l r	 + 6 (k l + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)
where	 k  = 
of ^"i' Yi)
k
k2 = hf k"x i + ^Yi+r)
k
k3=hf^.;i+2aYi+22)
k4 = hf :; i + h, %i + kz)
and h is the step size.
The results of he program INTODE are available as a trajectory table
and two sets of plots, one using the printer and the other using the
versatec plotter, The program also computes the eigenvalues, eigenvectors
and the angles between the eigenvectors for the closed loop system.
26
Figure 3 is a basic flowchart of the program INTODE. Input data to
the program is given 
7n 
the form of a namelist. A number of integer
variables have been included in the program to provide flexibility in
program execution. Multiple cases can be run by appropriately setting the
index ICONT and including multiple cases in the namelist.
	
The amount of
printr,at is controlled by the index IPRINT while the index IPLOT controls
the generation of plots. A complete listing of the program is given in
Appendix C.
	
A list of variables forming the namelist and their notations
is included in the program listing.
The program was used to generate time trajectories for the lateral
dynamics of the Hall and Montgomery aircrafts. The state and control vari-
ables in the model used are
p - roll  rate
0 - roll angle
state variables
r - yaw rate
u - sideslip angle
6a - aileron deflection
Sr - rudder deflection
control variables
Jp - yaw control(using
asymmetric deflection
of drag petals)
The yaw control is present only on the Hall aircraft. Chapter III gives the
A and B matrices for these models.
In this study we are comparing the performance of three types of con-
t ro11ers. These are the Min K controller, Robust controller and LQR control Ie .
For each type of controller we have considered three cases and so there are
a total of nine cases per aircraft. As mentioned earlier, the Min K and
robust feedback matrices were generated using the program NEWSON. The LQR
27
Figure 3 Flowchart for program INTODE
Start
I Read namel i st I
uezermine
a) No. of print columns
b) No. of curves on plot





vectors and angles between
the ei genvec`.ors. Print.
I
integrate ODEs using Runge I
Kutta fourth order method.
I Print trajectory tab el ^ —	 I
,3 is














matrices were generated using the program LINEAR. Tables 3 and 2 give these
feedback matrices for the Nall and Montgomery aircrafts respectively.
29
j
VII Results from Program INw'GDE
First we discuss the results obtained for the Hall aircraft. The time
trajectories obtained with the program INTODE are presented in figures 4,
5 and 6.	 In these plots the time trajectories of bank angle, yaw angle,
aileron deflection, rudder deflection and yaw control deflection are given
for the nine control matrices described above. The plots have the angular
variables in radians vs time in seconds. Initial conditions for these
plots have yaw and bank angle equal to 0.1 radians and all the other vari-
ables equal to zero. Some of the main features of the results are given in
table 4. The desired time response should have the following features:
(a) the response should settle to the steady state value in minimum time
(b) the response should have minimum overshoot
(c) the response should require minimum control effort,
Cases 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the min K controller. Comparing these
three cases, we see that the second case (for T = 0.5, where T = -1/REMAX)
gives the best response. Time required to settle to the steady state value
is about same for all the three cases but the overshoots are minimum for
case 2. Also the control effort, given by fuTudt, is the least for the
= 0.5 case. Clearly the third case gives the worst time response.
The three cases which give the time trajectories for Robust controller
are cases 4, 5 and 6. The time response for cases 4 and 5 are virtually
identical to those for cases 1 and 2 respectively. Here too, for T = 0.5
(case 5) we get the best response, requiring minimum control effort and
having least overshoots.
The remaining three cases are for the LQR controller. We notice that
case 7 ( tip = 100, where w, is defined on page 22) requires the minimum control
, ffort but has a settling time much larger than for the other two cases.
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Comparison of cases 2, 5 and 8 provides some information on the relative
performance of the three types of controllers considered in this study. The
response for case 8 is significantly superior than the response for cases
2 and 5, which are nearly identical. Thus the LQR controller (with,: = 1)
provides the best time response for the Hall aircraft. Another interesting
observation is that moving the eigenvalues further to the left does not
always improve the time response. As ; (or o) decreases, the eigenvalues
in general move further to the left. When we go from T = 1 (or P = 100)
to t = 0.5 (or r = 1) the time response improves but when T (or o) is fur-
ther reduced to 0.25 (or 0.04) the response deteriorates.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 give the time trajectories obtained for the Mont-
gomery aircraft. Each plot corresponds to a specific case and contains the
time response of bank angle, yaw angle, aileron deflection and rudder
deflection. Initial conditions were same as for the Hall aircraft, i.e.,
bank and yaw angles are taken as 0.1 radians while all other variables are
equal to zero. These plots have the variables in radians vs time in seconds.
Table 5 presents the main features of the results.
Using the criterion mentioned earlier, we may infer that of the three
cases of Min K controller case 3 (1 = 0.25) gives the best time response,
but this requires a very large maximum rudder deflection (-1.715 radians).
As this is not practically possible, this case is discarded. Comparing the
other two cases, we notice that the second case requires slightly more con-
trol effort but it has a much smaller settling time. Hence of these three
cases, the best compromise is offered by case 2 (, = 0.5).
Comparison of the results for Robust controller shows that cases 5
(; = 0.5) and b (r = 0.25)give nearly identical response. Case b requires
slightly lower maximum control deflections and overall control effort, where
as case 5 has a slightly smaller settling time. If we compare the overall
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Figure 7
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state deviation (given by fXT x dt) we find that case 6 gives r. lower value.
So we may choose case 6 as the one giving the best response among the three
cases of Robust controller.
For the LQR controller, we notice that as R) decreases the time required
to reach steady state also decreases but the total control effort and maximuo
control deflections increase. For case 9 (. M = 0.04) an unacceptably large
aileron deflection is required (1.213 radians). Case 7 ( = 100) requires
a large settling time and has a large overshoot in the bank angle response.
So case 8 (w = 1) has a better time response than cases 7 and 9.
Of the three cases 2, 6 and 8, case 8 requires the minimum control
effort and also has the minimum settling time, hence case 8 gives the best
time response. So for the Montgomery aircraft, the best response is given
by LQR controller with
	
= 1.0. Here too moving the eigenvalues further
to the left (i.e., making the real part more negative) does not necessarily
clean a better time response.
Figure 10 g ives the plots of the control effort, f u 
, 
u dt. versus state
error	
xT 
x dt for both the aircra ft. As shown, the LQR controller yields
Lowest control effort and state error. This is to be expected since the LQR
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This program was written to compare the robustness of the three types
of controllers considered here. The robustness of a controller is measured
in terms of the insensitivity of the closed loop eigenvalues to variations
or uncertainties in the A and B matrices, the more insensitive the closed
loop eigenvalues, the more robust the controller.
The elements of the A and B matrices are perturbed around their specified
value by the help of random numbers.
i.e.	 PA (I,J) = (1 + Rand x P) A (I,J)
where Rand is a random number between -1 and 1
P is a fraction giving the maximum perturbation and PA is the
perturbed A matrix.
Similarly	 PB (I,J) = (1 + Rand x P) B (I,J)
The closed loop eigenvalues of this perturbed system are calculated. This
constitutes a single sample. The program also calculates and stores REMAX,
REMIN and RTOMAX,
where
REMAX is Max (Real part of eigenvalues for a particular sample)
REMIN is Min (Real part of eigenvalues for a particular sample)
RTOMAX is Max (Ratio of imaginary to real parts of eigenvalues for
a particular sample)
The percentage change in REMAX, REMIN and RTOMAX from the unperturbed
values are then calculated. The program repeats this for a large number
of samples, typically 1000. Statistics on REMAX, REMIN and RTOMAX and their
percentage changes are calculated and printed. The program calculates the
maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation and presents the variation
in the form of tabular histogram.
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The variation in the eigenvalues due to perturbations in the matrices
A and B can be presented very elegantly as a scatter diagram on the complex
plane. The unperturbed eigenvalues are circled so as to indicate the amount
of scatter in the eigenvalues due to perturbations. Such a pictorial re-
presentation provides qualitative information on the robustness of the
system. It is a very helpful tool in comparing the robustness of different
controllers.
Figure 11 gives the flow chart for the program PERTB and complete list-
ing is given in Appendix D . Data is given as the namelist PERT and
details of the variables forming the namelist are included in the program
listing. As in program INTODE indices ICONT, IPRINT and IPLOT provide
flexibility in program execution. Sample program input f •'les are included
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RTOMAX= max(ratio of imaginary to real part of eiqenvalues)
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IX Results from Program PERTB
In this section we compare the robustness of the controllers. This
is done by observing the scatter of the eigenvalues due to perturbations
in matrices A and B. For each case a thousand samples, each with lOs^ per-
turbations of the elements of the matrices A and B, were taken.
Figures 12 to 16 give the scatter diagrams of the eigenvalues. Tables
and 6 present the statistics obtained on REMAX, REMIN and RTOMAX. In the
scatter diagrams, the unperturbed eigenvalues have been circled. This
helps in estimating the amount of scatter due to the perturbations. Second-
ly, a number of perturbed eigenvalues are real and so are plotted on the
real axis. As such, it is difficult to get an idea about their distribu-
tion along the real axis. So for the figures, we attach a small randomly
generated imaginary part to real eigenvalues obtained after perturbation.
These eigenvalues now form a narrow band around the real axis. The density
of the band at any location gives an idea of the number of perturbed eigen-
values on the real axis at that location.
We first discuss the results obtained for Hall aircraft. On studying
the plots we notice that for both Min k and Robust controllers, as z decreases,
the scatter of the eigenvalues obtained after perturbations first decreases
slightly and then increases. This decrease is more apparent for Min k con-
troller. The Robust controller gives near identical scatter for both r = 1.0
and : = 0.5. For any particular value of ., the Robust controller gives a
little less scatter than the Min k controller.
As shown by the scatter diagrams, perturbations on A and B matrices
produce very little change in the eigenvalues of the LQR controller. So
the LQR controller is much more robust than the Min k and Robust controllers.
It should be noted that une unperturbed eigenvaiue for - = 1.0 and two
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plots as their real parts are less than-10.
Figures 17 to 21 contain the scatter diagrams for the nine cases of
the Montgomery aircraft. For both Min k and Robust controllers, the scatter
of the perturbed eigenvalues continuously increases as T decreases from
1.0 to 0.5 to 0.25. For any one of the three values of r, both Min k and
Robust controllers give nearly the same amount of scatter.
The scatter obtained for the LQR controller decreases as
	 decreases
from 100 to 1 and then to 0.04. The scatter obtained for the LQR control-
ler is significantly less than that obtained for Min k and Robust controllers.
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X.	 Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the results of this preliminary study, it is concluded that:
1) Searching directly on the nm elements of the K matrix using non-
,,inear programming with penalty terms to impose the closed-loop
eigenvalue constraints
X(A + BK) = i
is a feasible, but not highly attractive method of control system
design. Feedback gain matrices obtained by this method do not
appear to have any advantages over LQR controllers, at least for
these design examples. The LQR controllers seem to be naturally
more -obust than those obtained from direct pole placement.
2) The hoped for increase in system robustness through orthogonalizing
closed-loop eigenvalues was not verified in this study. As shown
in Chapter II and Appendix E, there is a proven mathematical
relationship between eigenvector orthogonality and eigenvalue
sensitivity, but this relationship was not clearly demonstrated
for these design examples.
In this continuing research effort to find new and better methods for
robust control system design, it is recommended to proceed in the following
directions:
1) Consider improving robustness only for the class of LQR controllers.
Perhaps this can be best achieved by searchin g directly on the
diagonal elements of the Q and R matrices via nonlinear programming
to maximize orthogonality of closed-loop eigenvectors.
2) Test the controller design methods on a wider variety of mechanical
systems to evaluate controller characteristics. Certain classes
of problems (such as linearized aircraft equations of motion)
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may have unique system and control matrix eigenstructures which
do not provide a sufficiently general test of the design methods.
Other prototype design examples which could be considered include:
a) wing flutter suppression in high-speed aircraft
b) throttle control of multivariable turbofan engines
c) mathematical examples containing random system and control
matrices to establish general mathematical properties.
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Appendix A NEWS01-1 Computer Program
C	 FILF NEWSO M FORTRAN
C
C	 JULY 22, 1990
C
REAL * A DSFED
Cn &140N/ADATA/N,M,A(4,4),3(4, 3) , X(12)
COMMO'4/BDATA/NVARS,RE4IN,REMAX,RTOMAx#WT1,WT2,WT3,WT4,WT5
C(wMM(?N / IPR I NT /
 IPRINT
C04MON /K NOUT/NODEV
cnM M UN/ I SEED/ I SEED
NA W FL ( ST/NSOM IN/N, M, FPS, MAXFN, NLOOPS, NSRCH, NOOEV, I PRI NT, ICtINT, 1 o UT




C N=DIMENSION OF THE STATE
C M=Dl4FNSION OF CONTROL
C FPS=CONVERGENCE TOLERANCF OF THE POWELL
	
ITERATION
C 'JLOOPS=kIAX 	 NO OF POWELL	 ITERATION LOOPS





OUTPUT	 DEVICE ( 6=TER,MINAL,8=FILE NEWSOM OUTPUT
C IPRINT=CONTROLS THE AMOUNT OF PRINTOUT.	 1=N()R4AL PRINTOUT





C l0UT=1,TO WRITE NAMELIST BLOCK
	 IN OUTPUT
C O,,NOT TO DO
	
THIS
C wTI ... WT5 =WFIGHTS USED	 IN COST	 FUNCTION
C RE'IIN=LEFT
	 BOUNDARY OF E— VALUE DOMAIN
C REMAX =RIGHT BOUNDARY OF	 E — VALUE DOMAIN
C RT'1MAX=MAXIMUM	 RATIO	 IM(LAMDA)/RF(LAMDA)









GALL	 9 RRSET (208,256•-1 ► 1 )
ISEFD =	 566387







	 **********	 PROGRAM NEwSOM
	 CASE' , S3)
CALL	 DATIME(IM,IJ,IY,IH ► IMN,AP,'NEWSOM	 ',NOJEV)
C I SFE)	 =	 I H* 100	 +	 14N
IF(IPRINT.GF .3)4RITF(NCOEV,NSOMIN)
NVARS = N*M
IF()((1 ).NE.-1. )GO	 TO	 3
CALL	 RANDS( ISEED,'VVARS,X)
aRITE(NL;D PVt1Jl) ISEED, (X(i) , I=I tNVARS)
1°^1 F,)R',IAT(/,'
	 GGURS	 CALLED	 WITH	 ISEED	 =',1201
1 /,'	 RAND	 NOS
	 =',l0F7.4,/,(11X,1JF7.4))
6	 1	 =	 1, NVARS
I F (I P RINT.GF.1)CALL
	
WRT 4 AT(AvN,Nv41'4	 ')
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Appendix A N EWSOM Computer Program
[ F (IPRINT.GF.1)CALL WRTMAT(9vN,M,4,'8	 ')
(PRINT = (PRINT + 9
FMIN - COSTF(X)
IPRINT - (PRINT _ 8
`L	 CALL POWELL MARS i X,F'4IN # EPS,I PRINT tMAXFN@NLOOPS,1)SRCH)
[PRINT = IPRINT + 3
FM[N = COSTFi X)









C044ON/AnATA/N ► M• A (4, 4) , B (4, 3) r XX (12 )
COMMON/BDATA/NVARS,RE4IN,REMAX,RTOMAX,WTlvWTZtWT3vWT49u't5
COMMON/IPRINT/IPRINT
CO M 4P N/NCOST/NCOST
COMM(7^J/ NNQU T / NODEV
CO,4 M0N/EIGDAT/ER(5) • EI (5)






DO 10 I=1 , NVARS




C	 1)0 12 1 = 10
C	 Dn 12 J = 10
C12	 )1(I,J) = X(I)*A(I,J)/X(J)
IF( I PRINT. LF.8)GO TO 15
CALL WRTUT ( X, M,N, 4 ,' FEEDBACK' )
CALL WRTMAT(D1,'V,N,5,'A +a *K	 ')









I C (FR(I) -LT .RFMI'V)F? = F? + wT2*(ER(I)-REMIN)**2
IF(ER( I).GT.RE4AX)F3 = F3 + .4T3*(ER(I)-RE:4AX)**2
RATIO = ABS(EI(I)/ER([))
IF(RATIO.GT.RTOMAX)F4 = F4 + WT4*(RATIO-RTOMAX)**2
TFuP = 0.
DO 20 J = ItN




Appendix A NEWSOM Computer Program
IF(I.EQ.J)D2(I,I) - 1.
20	 TE4P	 TE°A P + D1 (.l, I) **2
30	 n4(I) - S)RT(TE`IP)
DO 38 I - ?,N
[1	 I - 1
10 36 J - 11I1
TF4P = 0.
DO 34 K = 1,N
'A 4	 TF4P s TEMP + D1(K,1)*Dl(K,J)
ARG = TEMP/(D 4(1)*04(J))
03(I,J) = 57.295,3*ACJS(A^4IN1(A3S(ARG)rl.))
36	 F5 = F5 + (90.-D3(I,J))**10
IF(IPRINT.GE .5)
1WRITE(NODEV9104)(I,J,03(I,J),J=t,Il)
104	 F ORMAT(/,5(' ANG',Ilv',' t 1l. 0 =11F7.2))
38	 CONTINUE
F5 = WT5*(F5**.1)






FORMAT (/r' FRROR IN LE"GT2F I'V Cf :) 	 IFR =' , I6)
01N	 0.
92": - 0.
F P R = 0.
90 50 ( = 10
DO 50 J = 19N
TEMP = 0.
DO 45 K = 1,N
45	 TEMP = TEMP + 01(1,K)*02(K,J)
IF(I.FQeJ)TFMP = TEMP - 1.
FRR = FRR + TEWP**2
DIN = Dl  + 1) 1 ( I,J)**2








106	 FORMAT(/,' IN COSTF 	 ERR, DIN. D2N =',IP3E12.4)
riRITE(`J/)DEV ,10S)RE MI14,REM4X,RTOMAX
10S	 FORMAT(/,' RE41N =',G10.3,'	 RFMAX =',G10.3r'	 RTOMAX =',G10.3)
4RITE(NODEV,107)WT1,WT2,WT3,4T4,WT5
107	 FORMAT(/t' WT1,AT2,WT3,WT4j4T5 =1,6G12.5)
WRITE(NOOEV,1"11)Fl,F?IF3,F4,F5,F
131	 FIRMAT(' F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,FT7T =0,6;12.4)
wRITE(NO9EV*'L02)(ER!I)rl=lrN)
10 7 	FORMAT (/,' REAL. F T . , -' r 5G12. 4)
-4RITEPIODFV,103)(EI(I)rI=1,N)
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C
C**********	 SUBROUTINE DATIME,	 **********
C
S1J3ROUTINE DATI4E(I40 ► IDAY ► IYR ► IHOURSrI4INvAMPM,PNAME ► NODEV)
REAL*8 PNAMF






IF(XHOURS.GF .13.)XHOURS = XHOURS - 12.
IHOURS = XHOURS
5	 XMIN = (XHOURS - IHUURS)*60.
IMIN = XMIN
IF(NOQFV.GT.0)WRITE(NODEV ► 100)PNAMErIMOrIOAY ► IYR ► IHOURS ► IMIN, AM PM
100	 FORMAT(/' TIME IN 1 9 A8 1 1 IS ' ► A2 ► r /lvA2 ► r/'tA2#5XvI2rr:#t




C	 *#********	 SUBROUTINE RANDS
	 *******'^**
C
SU9RrjJTINE RANDS(IX ► N ► Z) 	 j
114ENSION Z(1)
DATA 4/1048576/rFM/1048576./rIA/1027/
DO 10 I = LPN
IX = MOD(IA *IXrM)
FX = IX
10	 Z ([ ) = FX/FM
RETURN
r-ND
C,	 FILE POWELL FORTRAN
C
SUBROUTINE POWELL(N•X,F,EPS9IPRINTr,4AXFN ► NLOOPSrNSRCH)
DIMENSION X(1)rDIST(26)rINDX(25)















Ni = N + 1
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FOL7 x F
IF(INFO.GE.1)WRITE(NODEV ► 103)N,LIMIT ► LIMS,EPS ► F ► (X(I)r(=1,N)
103	 FORMAT(/' POWELL ITERATION' ►
1	 /' N,LI4IT 9 LIMS=',3I3,', EPS=' ► G12.4v
1	 /' F x',G14.7,
I	 /' X=' ► 5F14s4,/(3X,5F14.4))
IF(INFO.GF.I)WRITE(NODEV1104)
104	 FORMAT(' IT IS LIT ITO ITI ITP IGO NONU NCOST',2X,'COSR' 9X,
I	 'DIST0,L0X,'FRR')
C	 INITIALIZE SEARCH DIRECTIONS
DO I I=1 ► N
P(191) = X(I)
1	 DIST(I) = 1.
DIST(Nl) = 1.




5	 D(J,I) = 0.
10	 D(I,I) = 1.
GO TO 15
1?	 WRITE(NO7EV,105)I,DETeDMAX,ALF
105	 FORMAT(' DN1 REJ I,0ET,0MAX,ALF=',I391P3E14.7)
C	 SEARCH IN N DIRECTIONS
15	 `1MAX = 0.
C	 RANDOMIZE THE ORDER OF CHOOSING THE N SEARCH DIRECTIONS
CALL RANIND(Nv INDX)
IF(IPRINT.GF.3)WRITE(NODEV9107)ISFED ► (INDX(I),I=l ► N)











D ?MAX = ABS(DIST(I) )
IS = I
lA	 DO 20 J=1,N
20	 P(J,II+1) = P(J,II) + DIST(I)*D(J,I)
C	 FIND NEW SEARCH DIRECTION
ALF = 0.
DO 30 J=1,N
D(J,N1) = P(J,N1) -- P(J,1)
30	 ALF = ALF + D(J,N1)**2
ALF = SQRT(ALF)
IF(ALF.EQ-0.)Gil TO 90
C	 NORMALIZE 'VFW SEARCH OIPFCTION
DO 40 J=11N








LI M S = 2*NSRCH
CALL 4INPT ( DIST(N1)rF,EPS,LIMS)
L14S	 NSRCH
ERR	 AMIN1 ( ABS((F— F3) /F),ABS(F))
00 50 J=10
P(Jrl) - P(JiNI) + DIST(N1)*O(J,NL)
50	 X(J) - P(J11)
IF(INFO.GE.I)
1WRITE(NOOEV, LOO) IT, IS,LIT, [TOY I TI • ITP, IGOtNONU,PJC(lSf, F,DI ST(Nl)
1	 F ►R R
101	 FORMAT(1X,I29I3,5I4rI5,[6,3G13.b)
I F (I NFO. GF . 1).NONU = 0
IF(INFO . GF.4)HRITF ( NODEV , 102)(X(K),K=1rN)
102 FORMAT(' X =',1P5E13.6,(3X,5El3.6))
IF(ERR . LE.EPS.AND.IT . GE .?)GO TO 90
IF(IT.GF . LIMIT ) GO TO 90
I F ("d C']ST. GE. MAXFN) GU TO 90
IT - IT + 1
IF(NIT. ;F.N2)G0, TO 2
NIT = NIT + 1
C	 CAFCK TO SEE IF THE ,,EW SEARCH OItIEr;TIF]n, Slj:]ULD BE USED
OETN = OET*OMAX/ALF
IF( DETN.LT .DETMIN)GO TO 12
Do 60 J=11N
60







iRITE(Nf,'OFV,106) IT,NCOST , FOLO , F,TIME, (X([ ), I=1,N)
106	 FORMAT(/' SEARCH COMPLETE AFTER',I3,' ITERATIONS AND',[5,
1' FUNCTION CALLS. • ,/' INITIAL COST =',1PE14.7,', FINAL COST .7,





Cl],%1'ION / PnWEL /NNr0(26,26),P(26 , 26),NP-UL,NDCOL





10	 X(1) = P(I,NPCOL) + DIST*0(I,NDCOL)
COST = COSTFM
IF(C OST.GF.CMIN)GO TO 20
CMIN = COST
DMIN = DIST
29	 IF( INF'n.GF.4)wRITF(N,)OFV, 100) IGn,OIST,COST,DMIN,CMIN
10?	 F RMAT (' iGC=' , 11,' D I ST=' , ;1'0.3,' COST=' ,G 14.7,
67
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y










0 = D'1 I N
3ZERO - 0.
Cl IN	 V31 G









C	 IT = Mt,. OF POINTS IN LINE SEARCH
C	 ITP = NO. OF PARABOLIC FITS
C	 (TO = NO. OF OUTWARD STEPS
C	 ITI = NO. OF INWARD STEPS
v	 IGO	 0 FOR EXIT ON OUTWARD SFARCH
C	 1 FOR EXIT ON INWAPO SEARCH
















C	 CHANGE THE DIRECTION OF THE OUTWARD SEARCH
C




12	 ') 3 = D
C3 = C
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C	 TAKE AA OUTWAPD STEP
C
20	 [TO = ITO + 1
I F (IT.GT.1)DELTA = DELTA*2.
D = D2 ' SIDE*DELTA
IF(IPRINT.GE.4)WRITE(NODEV,100)D19D2rD3,C1rC2rC3
100	 FORMAT(/,3X,'DL'r11X,'02 1 r11X•'D3'r11X t OC1',11X,'C2'r11X,'C3')
1	 /, 1 X, 6G 13.6 )
CALL COSTD(D,CrDMIN,CMIN)
IF(IT.GE.LIMIT)RETURN






16	 03 = D2
C3 = C2
18




C	 THIS COMPLETES THE OUTWARD SEARCH, NOS; DO INWARD SEARCH




C	 DO PARABOLIC FIT
C
45	 IGO = 2
DTEST = . 7*ABS(D1—D3)
CALL 4INPAR(DL,L)2,D3,C1rC2rC3,CO,EPSrICONV,DMIN,CMIN)
ITP = ITP + 1
IT = IT + 1
IF(IT.GE .LIMIT)RETURN
IF(ICONV.EQ.2)RETURN
IF(ABS(71-- 1)3).LE.DTFST)GO TO 45
C
C	 GIVE UP ON PARABOLIC SEARCH AND GO TO INWARD GOLDEN SECTION SEARCH
C
IPLAST = IT






IF(C2.6T.A,MIN1(C1,C3) )NGNU = NONU + L
IF(C2.GT,A:ItN1(C1rC3).AND.IPRINT.GE.4)
1	 WRITE(NODEV,102)D1r02,D3,C1,C2rC3
102	 F OR M AT(/,' CAUTION... FUNCTION IS NOT tJNIMCIDAL. 01-3, C1-3 =',
1	 /,1X16G10.3)
r
C	 TAKE AN INWARD STEP
69
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C
50	 1) _ ('t)3+01)/2. + S'IDF*DTAU*(03--D1)
IF( IPRINT.GE.4)WRITE(NODEV, 100)DLvD2rO3,C1rC2,C3
CALL COSTD(OrC,DrMIN#CMIN)
IF(C.GT.A4IN1(C1rC3))NONU z NONU + 1
IF(C. i,T.AMIN1(ClvC3).A:N!),IPRINT.GE .4)
1	 4RITE(NODEVr103)DL,92,D3,D,C1rC2,C3,C
101	 FORMAT U,' CAUT ION... FUNCTION IS NOT UN I MODAL. D1-30v
1	 ,'C1-3rC =',/, 1X,+3G10.3)
ITI = ITI + 1
FRR = AMIN1(APS(C)rANS((C—C?)/C2))
IF (( kil.LE.EPS.AND.C.LT.CO )RETURN
IF( IT.GE .LIMIT)RETURN


















SUBROUTINF MINPAR(X1rX2,X3,F1 ► F2lF3,FU,FPrICONV,DMINrCMIN)
C044ON/NN(3UT/ NODE V
C094ON/TPRINT/IPRINT
IC l)NV = 0
Al = X2 — X3
4? = X3 — X1
Al = X1 — X?
`)FN = FL*A1 + F2*A2 + F3*A3
IF(l)F,N.F).O.)RETURN
BL a= X2**2 — X3**2
3? = X3**? — X1**2




100	 F =ORMAT(/,3X,'DL',11X,'D2",11X,'03',11X,'C1',k,' ',,,,r?',11X,'C3'^
1	 /,1X,6G13.b)
CALL C(ISTD(X4,F4,D4IN,CM[N)
[F( F 4.GT.AMINL(Fl,F3) )N0NU = NONU + 1
I F (F4.GT.AlI IN L (F1,F3) .ANtD. I PRINT.GF .4)
I	 WRITE(,NODEV,101)X1,Xd,X3tX4,Fl,F3oF3tF4
11)1	 F!)RMAT(/,' CAUTION. ..FUNCTION IS NOT JN1 14 0DA(..	 t11-4,C1-4 -',
1	 /,1X,8G10.3)
E=R = A4IN1 (ABS(F4),ABS((F4— F?) /F?) )
'0a
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IF(FR.LE.EP.AND.F4.LT.FU)ICONV 	 a
IF(F4-F2)l0rl0,12





14	 X3 = XT
F3 = FT
RETURN




la X1 = X4
F1 = F4
RETURN

















10L	 FORMAT(/,' AFTER GGURS IS CALLED,	 N,7SEED =1,I4,1PDl4.6,
1	 /,'	 RAND =1 ► 10F8.5)In 10 h=?,N
I = "J + ?	 K
RI r I




II1 = It + 1
DO 1" J=II1,I
19	 IND(J-1) = IND(J)
?o	 CONTINUE
IN1)X( 1) = I N D { 1 )
IFTURN
F=Nn
C	 F I LF WRT44T FORTRAN,,  At
C
C	 i/.i/ 79
C	 FILE "FUTILITY SUiRLIUTINFS TO SUP P ORT V15E FORTRAN Al
C
C	 14RT44T - ':,ENERAL MATRIX JUTPUT S08ROUTINE
it
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C





100	 FnRMAT(/r' MATRIX 'rA6r3Xr'('rl3 ► '
IF(4.LE.10)GO TO 15
00 10 I=1 ► ..N
10	 WRITE(NPRINT,101)(A(I,J),J=1rM)
101
	 FCIRMAT (/ ► (1 P10E13.5) )
RETURN
15	 CIO 20 I=1rN





C	 TRANSP - TRANSPOSES A MATRIX
C
RUwS A , , 13, 1 COLS)')
SUBROUTINE TRANSP(A,N1,N20A)






11 = I + 1
DC 10 J=IIrM
TEMP = A(I,J)
A(I ► J) = A(J,I)
10
	











MULT - MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
C




















FOR MAT(' *** ERROR IN MULT *** N,NA,NCvLtNB='r515)
RETURN
/2
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END
C
C	 MSHIFT — TRANSFERES VECTORS AND MATRICES
C
SUBROUTINE MSHIFT(A,BvN,H,NA ► NB)
OfMENSIO N A(NA,L),B(NB,11
CrOMMON/KNOUT/NOUT
IF(N.GT.!" lN0(NArNB) )GO TO 90
DO 10 I=1,N
OO 10 J =194
10	 B(I,J) = A(I,J)
RETURN
90	 WR I T E (N;OUT, 100) N 9 NA, NB









IF(N.GT.'MINO(NA,NB,NC) )G0 TO 90
!O 10 [=1,N
00 10 J=1,M
10	 C(IrJ) = A(I,J) + B(I,J)
RETURN
q 0	 WRITE(N0UT,100)N,NA,NB,NC












10	 C(I,J) = A(I,J) - 3(I,J)
RETURN)0	 WRITF(NnUT,l00)N,NA,NB,NC
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C




























5	 A(I,J) = 0.


















100	 FORMAT ( l *** ERROR IN ANORM *** N, NA =' , 2 I 5 )
PETURN
C	 FILE NFWSO4 INPUT
r
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N = 4 1
 M = 21
EPS = 1.E-7,
4AXFN = 50009









 elT3 = 500. 9
 WT4 = 100.,
WT5 = 20.,
R EMIN = -20. 1
 RFMAX = 
-x 1. 9
 RTOMAX = .5,
A	 -0.367984 ►
 1. ►
 -0.024209, 0.254819, 3*0. 1
 0.011835 ► -0.032279.
0,,267949, -0.110395, -0.965926, 26.1875 9 0. ►
 4.46294, -0.091072,
9 = -7.67191, 0•1 1.96959 9 0. ► 2.06549 9 0.9 - 2.33843 ► 5*0.9
X =.1894 ►
-.633,.359,.01327 ► 2.366 ► 4.14149-1.313,.b683,
X = .14949-.4193 ► .10549.020311.6827,
3,658,-.2315x-.04795,
X = .6431 9 - . 4288 ►













I - -3.1n 9
 1., -0.06 ►
 3.022.3*0., 0.0644, 0.63, 0., -U.`7, -0.998j
-1`J.6r 0., 4.18, -0.151,
g = -14.4, 3*0., 1.5, 0. ►
 -2.591 O.U37, 2*0., -3.96, 0.,
X=-2.23E-8,-3.5E-8,3.43E-9,1.73E-1J ► .45,-.92,-1.8,-1.76 ► 10.7,78,-5.9
X = -3.91;'-21-4.56F-311.99F-2 ► 1.232E-2,-.9449,
5593,.21612,-3.6611E-3,4.7516,-.94851,
-.54779,-.5141,
X = -.11498p . 15196, -2.6329 1
 . 1379, -.93-1951
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C











































IF(NDIM.LT .N) CALL EXIT
IF(NDIM.LT.M) CALL EXIT
1000 FORMAT(/,16H DIMENSION ERROR,/)
CALL MEIGV(NtA,RRrRI)
WRITE(KOUT,200)
YIRITF(KOUT, 300) (RR(I) ► RI(I) , I=1,N)
CALL E*UATE(M,M,DUMltR)
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CALL, G,MI4V(M ► M ► DUMI ► DUM2,4R ► 0)
CALL. 4AT6(M ► M ► N,3UM2 ► B ► DUM1)
CALL MMUL(DUML ► X ► M ► N ► N ► G)
WRITE(KOUT ► 60)
CALL MATIC(N ► N ► X ► 3)
WRITE (KOUT ► 70)
CALL MATIO(N ► N ► ACL ► 3)
CALL MEIGV(N.ACL ► RRvRI!
WRITF(KOUT ► 400)
WRITE(KOUT ► 300)(RR(I) ► RI(I)tl=L,N)
wRITE(KOUT190)
CALL MATIO(M ► N ► G,3)
60 FORMAT(//,19H RICATTI SOUTION K,/)
70 FOR4AT(// ► 31H OPTIaMAL CLOSED LOOP MATRIX ACL ► /)
80 FORMAT(//922H OPTIMAL GAIN MATRIX G ► /)
200 FORMAT(/ 9 22H OPEN LOOP EIGENVALUES ► /)
300 FmR4AT(13H REAL PART = ► E10.3 ► 13H IMAG PART = ► E10.3)






SJ'^ROUT IN F MR IC(N, A, S, '# X, Z )















10 00 15 I=1,N
70 15 J=I,NN ► NOIM
15 X(J)=—S(J)
CALL INTEG(N ► A ► X ► Z ► —T1)
CALL FACTOR(N ► Z ► F ► MR)
C	 :)OSSI'ILE UNCONTROLLABILITY IF 4R.NE.N
IF(MR.EA.-1) CALL, MATIO('+IvN ► Z,3)
I F ( MR.EQ.-1) CALL EXIT
CALL MINV(N ► N ► F ► ZPMR#3)
CALL MAT2(N ► Nr?,Z ► X)
C	 A+SX IS STABLE
TOL=1.E-5
ADV=TOL*1.E-7
'NN=N*N C I M
NH 1=N-1
Dr 19 I=1 ► N
77















C L =') . O
II=1
JO 25 I=1,N




IF(ABS(C1).GT.1.FZ0) GO TO 50






























C	 A AND X CAN 3F IN SAME LOCATIO."i IF OESIREO
C	 ANSWFR RETURNED IN C AND X
01 14FNSIGN A( I)IC(I),X(1)tPR(30),R1(30)
i8



































































IF(I.LE.N) GO TO 60
IF(NEZ.FQ.N) GO TO 150




FORMAT(33HOLIN EQN ALGORITHM NON-CONVERGENT1I3,lOHITERATIO NS)
PIRITF(KOUTt110)




















A NOR M=XN[IRM("It A)
DT=T
5 IF (ANORM*ABS(DT).LE.0.5) GO TO 10
DT=DT/2.
IND=IND+1
G n TO 5
10 DO 15 I=ItNV,NDIM
J=I+NML
00 15 JJ=I,J


























30 C()FF (I I )- r)T*COEF ( I I+1) /FLOAT( 1)






















00 90 I =10N
J=II
IF (I.EO.1) GO TO 75
On 70 JJ =I,II,NDIM
S(JJ)=S(J)
7 0 J =J+ 1
75 DO 35 JJ=I,N
KK=JJ







IF(L.EO.IND) GO TO 100
CALL 4MVL(C,C,Nrl,NrX)
a0 TO 60































DO 20 I's J J, JCM
?0 lj( I )=0.
U(JCM)=1.0
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 54
KK=1
00 30 K=1,JM1







IF(S(K).EQ.O.) G7 TO 50





FAC=DOLT( NR,A(JJ) ,A(JJ) )

















00 72 K= 1,JM1








85 U (I) =U(i) *FAC
100 JJ=JJ+NDIM
IF(MR.EQ.NR.OR.MR.EQ.NC ) GO TO 120
IF(MT.NE.0)WRITE(KOUT,110)NR,NC,MR
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R = A(IQ)-DOT(IM1v S(I [ ), S([ I) )






































IF(L.FQ.Nf GO TO 50





























DETERMINES THE ROOTS OF A`4 N — TH OROER POYNOMIAL
C
	
X**N + A(N)*X**(N-1) + ... + A(1) = 0
C
	
WHERE:	 U(N) WILL CONTAIN THE ROOT REAL PARTS
C
	




AM WILL BE DEST; • JYED DURING COMPUTATION
DIMENSION A(1),U(1),V(1)
1 NR = N
10	 IF (NR-2) 6lr71,11
11	 IF (A(1)) 20,12920
12 U(NR) = 0.0
V(NR) = 0.0
NR = NR— i
CALL VECTFQ(NR,A(2),A(1))
GO TO 10






30 U(NR) = A(NR) — P
U(NR-1) = A(NR-1) — P*U(NR) — Q
V(NR) = U(NR) — F
V(NR-11 = U(NR-1) — P*V(NR) — Q
I = NR-2
35 U(I) = AM	 (P*U(I+1) + Q*U(I+2))
V(I) = U(I) — (P*V(I+L) + Q*V(I+2);
I = I-1
IF (I.GT.0) GO TO 35
40	 IF (A(2)) 42,41,42
col	 F = U(2)/4(1)
GO TO 43
42	 E = U(2)/A(f2)
43	 F = AMAX1(ARS(E)91.OE-6)*AMAX1IABS(U(1)/411)),L.0E-6)
IF (E.LE.I.E -12) GO TO 70
IF (E.GE.EMIN) GO TO 44
C
	






THIS WILL ALLOW AN ERROR X*EMIN ONLY AFTER N ITERAT19NS
r	 WHERE X = (1.1)**N
44 IF (E.LT.TOL) Gn TO 70
45 '-BAR = V(2) - U(2)
IF (NR.GT.3) V4 = V(4)
0 = V(3) **2 - C3AR*104
IF (D) 47,46,47
46 P = P - 2.0
85
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A = Q*(Q+1.0)
GO TO 50
47	 P = P + (I,)(2)*V(3)
	
U( 1)*V4)/D
Q = Q + ( — U(2 1 )*CBAR + U(1)*V(3))/D
50 U(NR) = A (NR', + R
V(NR) = U(NR) + R
I = NR — 1
55 U(I) = AM + R*U(I+1)
V(I ) = U(I ) + R*V(I{, 1 )
I = I-1
IF (I.GT.0) GO TO 55
F = ABS (U(1)/A(1))
IF (F.LE.1.E-12) GO tU 60
IF (E.GE.EMIN) GO TO 56
EM IN  = E
TOL = EMIN*0.7
GO TO 57
56 IF (F.LT.TOL) GO TO 60
57	 IF (V(2).NF..0) GO TO 58
R = R+l.
GO TO 59
59	 R = R - U(I)/V(2)
59 TOL = TOL*1.1
GO TO 30
C	 STORF A SINGLE REAL ROOT
60 CALL VECTEQ(NR-1,U(2)rA)
GO TO 62
61 R = -A(1)




C	 STORE A PAIR OF ROOTS
70 CALL VFCT€--Q(NR-29U(3),A)
GO TO 72
71 P = AM
Q = A(l)
72 P = (-0.5)*P
D = P*P - Q
IF (0) 75,78,78





78	 V(NR) = 0-.0
V(NR-1) = 0.0
D = ABS(P) + SQRT(D)
IF (P.LT.O.0) D = -0
U(NR) = 0
U(NR-1) = Q/D
79 NR •= NR-2





















































DIMENSION X(1) ► Y(l),Z(I)
C
	








































IF(IO.EQ.4) GO TO 40












20 O il 30 I= 1,NR
NRITE(KOU1,1001)(X(IJ)aIJ=I,JEND,NDIM)













































NN=N *N() I M
C1=0.
TR,=A (1 )
IF(N.E).1) GO TO 20
I=2














C	 SURROUT INE MA'(2
C
SUBROUTINE 4AT2(N1,N2,X,Y,Z)
TO NORM OF A-- NOT A BOUND
89
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C	 Z=XY' X,Y=N1*N2,Z=Z'








































IF(ND[ M .LT.[R) WRITE.(KOUT,Ln00)
IF(ND[M.LT.N) CALL EXIT
[F(NDIM.LT .M) CALL EXIT
IF(NDIM.LT.IR ) CALL EXIT






























IF(NPRPL.E0.0) GO TO 1
IF(NSTFPS.GT .( 50*SCALE)) NKITE(KOUT,2000)
IF(NSTEPS.GT .( 50*SCALE)) CALL EXIT
2000 FORMAT(/,12H SCALE ERROR,/)
















IF(.NnT.CONT) CO TO 9
DO 7 J-1,M
7 ARRAY(1+(R+J)*NR)=U(J)















IF(.NOT.CONT) GO TO 60
91
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DO 59 J=1 ► `M
59 ARRAY(1+K+(R+J)*NR)=U(J)
60 CONTINUE
IF(CONT) CALL MSCALE(440*G ► ,-1.0 ► G)






DO 65 I = 1 *R
INDEX(1)=I
W RITE(KOUT,110) I
65 CALL PRNPLT(NR,NC ► NVAR,ARRAY?INDEX•NHORZoNGRIDH,NSORT






90 FORMATU928H SIMULATION OF LINEAR SYSTEM*/)
85 FOR4AT(/ * 31H SIMULATION OF LINFkR REGULATOR,/)
90 FORMAT(11H
	 OUTPUT Y)
95 FOR4AT(12H	 CONTROL W
100 F]R4AT( / ► 5H T = •F5.21/)
105 FOR4AT(1X ► OPIOEI3.40
110 FOR4AT(1H1,/ ► 31X,1HY,I2 ► 12H VERSUS TIME)







SUBROUTINE HEXP(N ► A ► T ► EA)
D14ENSIOI A(1),E4(1),C(30),0(31) ► E(30)
CO44ON/44INZ/NDI4 ► X(I)
ND IM 1=ND IM+1
NN=NDI4*N
N41=N-1




DO 10 I=1 ► NN ► NDI4
[ L =(+NM1






15 IF(A8S(Tl*Cl).LE.3.0) GJ TO 20
T1=T1/2.






























CAN CHECK X:0 FOR ACCURACY
J=N+25
Dn 50 L=N,J
D el 45 K=1,N
O(K)=(D(K+1)—W *C(K))*T1/FLOAT(L)
45 E(K)=E(K)+D(K)



















90 C ONT I NUE
85 I F MD. El.0 ) RETURN
00 VjO L = 1 P I NO
DO 90 1=1,NN,NOI"I
I L = I +N=M 1
)I? 90 J= I , I L
40 Y,(J) =FA(J)
100 CALL 4MUL (X, X, "J, N v N, EA )
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30 50 J=1#NVA D
DO 50 I=1,NR
[J=I+INDEX(J)*NR
IF(YMIN.GT .ARRAY(IJ)) YMIN=ARRA Y(IJ)
50 IF(YMAX.LT .ARRAY(IJ)) YMAX=ARRAY(IJ)







60 YLABFL([)=(I-1) *(YMAX—Y4IN) /5.0 +YMIN
WRITE(KOUT,500) (YLABEL( I
 ), I=L,6)












IF((N RIDH.E0.0).AND.(LINE.NE.1)) GO TO 130





110 on 120 J=IRN'NAR
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K=(ARRAY(IND+INDSX(J)*NR)—Y41N)/STEPY+1.5
120 KAXIS(K)=CHAR(NSYM(J))
125 4RITE(KOUT t 600) XLA8EL9(KAXIS(I)#I=1,51)
KLINE=KLINE+LINEPR
"1 TO 2,00




140 70 150 1 -2# 51,
150 KAXIS(I)=IBLANK
KAX1 S(1) =IPER











'110	 IF	 'i(KS EP— LINE) 22.0,75#75





























































































C: 4M0N/ I `IOU/K lN, KOUT
C04MON/M4IN1/NDI4
IF(NDIM.LT.'V) WIIITE(KCUT,1000)
I = (dD1'a .LT.IR) WRITE(KOUT,1000)
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IF(WDIM.LT.IR ) CALL EXIT









^O FORMAT(/al0Xr 20HSYSTEM IS OBSERVAW.Er/)
30 FORMAT(/,10Xr22HSYSTEM IS UNOBSERVABLE,/)
































^J R 1= NR- 1
sNC 1=NC--1















3 DO 4 I=NC,NR1
DO 4 J=1,NC
4 A(J+I*NDIM)=A(I ► l +(J-1)*NDIM)
RETURN
5 DO 6 I=1,NR
DO 6 J=NR,NC1













NC S= I R
IF (IR.EQ.N) RETURN
IRLAST = 0
30 INDEX = INDEX+1
MI = IRLAST+1
IRLAST = IR
C	 MULTIPLY COLUMNS 'M P THROUGH 1 IRLAST' BY MATRIX A
K1=(M1-1)*NDIM+1
K2=IR*NDIM+1
31 ML = MINO(IRLAST +I-MI,N-IR)
33 CALL MMULIA,7(JM1(Kl)#N,N,ML,DUMI(K2))







50 IF (IR- IRLAST) 60,60,30









C	 COLUMN ORTHO-NORMALIZATION ROUTINE (GRAM-SCHMIDT ALGORITHM)
C	 NR IS THE COLUMN LENGTH
C	 NC IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS
C	 NNCO IS THE NUMBER OF ORTHONORMAL COLUMNS AT CALL TIME
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C	 ANO.	 NC WILL BE REDUCED IF LINEARLY DEPENDANT COLUMNS OCCUR.
NNC=NNCO
1	 II = 1
	
4	 IF (NNC) 5.21,5
5 IF (NC-NNC)  50,50,10
10 ILIM=NDIM*NNC
II = ILIM + 1
15 DO 20 K=1,2






IF (W - 1.0E-12) 30,40,40
30 IF (NG-NNIC-1) 33,33,35




























IF(IO.EQ.4) GO 1'D 40




































CO'44ON/ INOU/K IN. KOUT
COMMON/MAINZ/NDIM
I F(NDlM.LT.N) wRITE(KOUT,1000)
IF(NDIM.LT .M) WRITE(KOUTtlOOO )
IF(Nr)IM.LT.N) CALL EXIT
IF(NDIM.LT .M) CALL EXIT
1000 FORMAT(/916H DIMENSION ERROR,/)
CALL CONT(N,M ► A,B,NCS)





20 F0RMATU j 10X, 22HSYSTEM IS CONTROLLABLE,/)
30 FOR4AT(/,L0X,24HSYSTEM IS UNCONTROLLABLE,./)






SJBROUTINE TRANS2(NR ► NC,A,AT)
























IF(NDIM.LT .N) CALL EXIT




100 FORMAT(/,19H MATRIX EIGENVALUES,/)























C	 COMPUTE Z=X'Y WHERE X IS NLXN2,Y IS NlXN3,Z IS NZXN3
COMMON/MAIN1/NDIM
DO 2 I=1,N2
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SUBROUTINE MAT3A(N1,N2,X,Y,Z)

























COMMON/MAINZ/NDI lsDUM1 (1 )
C'l` A0N/ INOU/K INS'tOUT
IF(NDIM.LT .N) WRITE(KOUT,1000)
IF(NDIM.LT.IR.) WRITE(KOUT,L000)
IF(NDIM.LT .N) CALL EXIT
IF(NDIM.LT.IR ) CALL EXIT

















IF(N r)I M .LT.M) WRITF.(KOUT,1000)
IF(NDIM.LT .N) CALL EXIT
IF(NDIM.LT .M) CALL EXIT
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IFIM R .E M?.M) GO IO 10
WRITE(KOUT,100) MR
CALL EXIT
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C
	
FILf; INTODEI FORTRAN Al
C
	




THIS VE R SION WAS USED FSPECIALLY TO GENERATE TRAJECTORIE =S FOR
C
	


















IN P UT VARIABLES IN NAMELIST:
C XI ( ) - INIT 1nL VALUES FOR STATE VARIABLES
C TMAX = MAXIMUM (FINAL) INTEGRATION TIME










C TPRINT = TIME INCREMENT FOR TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT IN TABLE
C DT = INTEGRATION STEP SIZE, SHOULD BE A 4HOLE DIVISOR
C
	
OF TPRINT AND TPLOT
C A( , ) = NX BY `aX SYSTEM MATRIX
C B( , ) = NX 9Y NU CONTROL MATRIX
C XK( , ) = NU BY NX FEEDBACK MATRIX
C NX = NO. OF STATE VARIABLES
C NU = NO. OF CONTROL VARIABLES
C NINT = NU48ER OF VARIABLES TO BE INTEGRATED IN RKINT
C NTOT	 TOTAL NUM9ER OF STATE, CONTROL AND AUXILLARY VARIABLES
C NXPR( ) = ARRAY OF INDICES OF VARIABLES IN TRAJECTORY TABLE
C IPLr'T = INDEX THAT CONTROLS THE GENERATION OF PLOTS
C
	
0, NO PLOTTER OUTPUT
C
	 19 GENERATE PRINTER PLOT ONLY
C
	
2, GENERATE BOTH PRINTER PLOT AND VERSATEC PLOT
C TPLOT = TIME: INCREMENT FOR STORING POINTS FOR PLOTTER
C NonFV = UNIT NU49ER OF OUTPUT DEVICE, NOMINALLY 6
C ICONT = INDEX TO CONTINUE OR STOPMULTIPLE CASE RUNS
C
	
), STOP AFTER THIS CASE
C
	
li CONTINUE TO NEXT CASE
C NXPL( ) = ARRAY OF INDICES OF VARIABLE'S TO BF PLOTTED
C AIJTH = wIDTH OF VERSATEC PLOT IN INCHES
C HEIGHT = HEIGHT JF VERSATEC PLOT IN INCHES
c TICAL = LENGTH OF TICK MARKS 4NO HEIGHT OF CHARACTERS (INCHES)
C
	
IF NEGATIVE, PLACE TICK MARKS ON INWARD SIDE OF AXIS
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C
	
IF POSITIVE# PLACE TICK MARKS ON OUTSIDE OF AXIS
C NCHARS = NO. OF CHARACTERS PER LINE IN PRINTOUT (WIDTH)
C NLINES = NO. OF LINES FOR PRINTER PLOT (HEIGHT)
C XNAMFS( 1 = ARRAY OF ONE-FIORD (FOUR-LETTER) NAMES OF VARIABLES
C XLBLS(59 )	 ARRAY OF 5-WORD (20-CHARACTER) DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIABLES
C XPLBL( ) = ARRAY CONTAINING THE X-AXIS LABEL FOR PLOTS
C NXC = NO. OF CHARACTERS (LETTERS ) IN X-AXIS LABEL
C YPLBL( ) - ARRAY CONTAINING THE Y-AXIS LABEL FUR PLOTS
C NYC = NO. OF CHARACTERS IN Y-AXIS LABEL
C TITL( ) = ARRAY CONTAINING A TITLE TO APPEAR IN PRINTOUT AND ON !LOTS







NCASE = NCASE + 1
C





3	 "J^RTOT = I =i
c
C DFT FRMINF NO. OF CURVES ON PLAT
C
DO 4 I = 1910
IF(NX fl L(I).LE.0)GO TO 5
4	 CONTINUE
5	 NCURV = I-1
rv




104	 FORMAT(/,' *** FATAL ERROR #* 	 OT IS ZERO.	 GO TO NEXT CASE.')
GO TO 30
6	 IF(IPLOT.LE.0)TPLOT = TPRINT
TPLOT = AMAX1(TPLOT,DT)
TPRINT = A44X1(TPRINT#TPLOT)
NSTFPS = (TPLOT + .00001)/DT
NPLOT = (TPRINT + .00001)/TPLOT
NPKINT = (TMAX + .00001)/TPRINT
NPNTS = NPLOT*NPRINT + 1
C




C	 VCINOX(I) = 'VPNTS*(FLOAT(I)/FLOAT(NCURV+I))
NCIN0X(I)=NPNTS/15.+L0*(I-1)
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CNAME S M % XNAMES (K)





105	 FORMAT(1HI,' **********	 PROGRAM INTODE	 CASE' rI3, /)




I	 //' TMAX•TPRlNT # TPLOT,DT =',
1	 4F12.5,//' IPRINT,IPLOT,NCURV,NPNTS =',415)
C






II• ( IPLOT.GT.0)CALL XYSTOR(XX,YY#IP,TI4E,X,NPt.TSrl"lP.'4AXt.k4CURVI NX PL)
MODE=O









IF(IPLOT.GT.0)CALL XYSTOR( XX,YY 9IP,TIME,X,NPNTS,14PMAX,NCURV,N )(PL)
20	 CONTINUE
MO()E =1











1	 XPLBL,NXC,YPLBL,NYC,TITL,NTTL,CNAMES ► NCINDX)
C
C GO TO NEXT CASE IF ICONT IS GREATER THAN ZERO
C
30	 IF(IC^NT.GF.1)G0 TO 1













T - ,)T/FLnAT(2- 1/3)
TI'4E = T I,MEO + T
DO 10 J=1,NX
10	 XTF4 P(J) = X(J) + T*DX(J#I)
20	 CALL XDOT(XTEMP,TIME,DX(l,i+L) )
Del 30 I=1,NX
30	 X(I) - X(I)+OT*(DX(Ivl)+2.*OX+192)+2.*OX(I,3)+DX(Ir4))/6.






00 10 I=1, NCURV




10	 YY(II) = XS.)-I)









C	 MODE=O,PRINT DEFINITIONS, COLUMN HEADINGS AND 1 ROW OF DATA
C	 =1 r PRINT DATA ONLY
C	 TIME
C	 X( )=ARRAY OF STATE AND AUXILLARY VARIABLES
C	 NIXPR( )=ARRAY OF INDICES OF VARIABLES TO BE PRINTED
C	 NPR=NO. OF VARIABLES PRINTED
C	 XNAME.( )=ARRAY OF Y — CHARECTER LABLES OF VARIABLES
C	 XLBLS(59 ) = ARRAYS OF 20—CHARACTER DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES
C	 NODEV=OUTPUT UNIT NO




C PRINT DEFINITIONS AND HEADINGS
C
IF(%ll'JDE.GE.1 )GO TO 20
WRITE(NODEV9106)(I,XNAME(I),(XLBLS(J,I),J=1,5)tl=1,NTOT)
106	 FORMAT(//90 STATE, CONTROL AND AUXILLARY VARIABLES:'.
I	 //,' VAR'94X,'LABEL',4h'9'DEFINITION't
L	 /r(' X('t129') = ',A-4,', 'v5A4))
DO 10 I= 1 r N P R	 c:I:I rT:^It',.I, PAGE IS,
= `! X P R (I)
	 OF POOR QUALM
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10	 XNAMO ( I) = XNAME(J)
IF(.NCHARS . LT. 130) WRITE ( NODEV # 100)(XNAMOtl)rI=1tNPR)
100	 FflR 4AT(//,7X , 'TIMF't7 ( 6vtA4 ) r//r11X , 7(6XtA4))
V-14CHARS .GE. 130! .kITE ( NODEV, 105) (XNAMO ( I) , lxl#NPR)
105
	
FOR .MAT(// ,7X ► ITicti-^vl2 ( 6X,A4) ,//, L1X ► 12 ( 6X ► A4) )
NRITF ( NODEV,107)
107	 F ORMA T ( 10X)
C
C PRINT ONE (©R MO RE) ROWS OF DATA
C
20	 NCJL=12




DO 30 I - 1,NPR
J = NXPR(I)
XO(1) = X(J)
IF(XO ( I ).`JE.O.)XMIN = AMIN1(X.MIN,A8S(X0(I)))
30
	 'XMAX, = AMAX1(XMAX,ABS(XO(I)))
>JPM	 MINO(NPR,NCOL)
C
r". r)FCI `)F IF DATA S". C OULD BF PRINTED IN FLOATING POINT OR F—FORMAT
C
IF(X'4IN . i.T..00I.OR.XMAX . GT .99999. ) GI-) TO 40
C
C PRINT IN F10-3 FORMAT
i;
WRITE(NODEV,101)TIMC,(XO (I)11=11+vPM)
101	 FORMAT(LX ► 13F10.3)
IF(NPR . LE.NCOL)RETURN
C






C PRINT IN E10 . 3 FORMAT
C




C A SECOSID ROW MUST RE USED TO PRINT ALL THE DATA
C
WRITE(Ni)DFV,104)(XO(I)1I=^ICOL1,NPR)




SUBROUTINE INITAL(X , XI ► IPRINT)
DIMENSION X(1)4XI(1),DU4(4,4)
11ME^ISM =N DL('S ► 5),a2(5,5),D3(5,6) ► D4(5) , ER(5),EI(7)
COMPLEX EI (5)tEVEC(5,5),C NORM
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COMMON/NNCUT/NODEV
C014MON/MAT/A(4t4) ► 8(r, ► 3)tXK(3t4) ► NX,N'J,NINT,NTOT
C
C INITIALIZE TIME AND STATE
C





C PRINT OUT A t 3 AND K MATRICFS
C
CALL WP TMAT(A ► NX ► NXtNX ► 'A	 ')
CALL WRTMAT(H,NX ► NIE ► NXt'8	 ')
CALL WRTMAT(XK.NU ► NX ► NU ► 'K	 ')
C






5	 TEMP-TE,MP+B(I,K)*XK(K ► J)
10	 DUM(I,J)=TEMP+A(ItJ)
CALL WRTMAT(D0 M t NXrNX#4,'A+R*K	 ')
TEMP = 0.
00 15 I = 11NU
DO 15 J = 1,NX
15	 TEMP = TEMP + XK(I,J)**2
TFMP = SQRT(TFMP)
WRIT F(NODEV,102)TEMP
1021 	FORMAT(/r10X t ' l lKJ l ='tG15.5)
C
C COMPJTF CLOS FD—LOOP EIGFNSOLIJTIONS
C,
I J 05=1

















00 30 I = 101X
TEMP = J.
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DO 29 J = lvNX
28	 TEMP y TEMP + D1(J,'1)**2
30	 04(I) = SWRT(TEMP)
C
C PRINT OUT E—VALUES AND E—VECTORS
C
WRITE(NODEV,l00)NX
100	 FORMAT(/,' THE's120 TH ORDER A ♦ BK MATRIX HAS EIGENSOLUTIONS',
1	 /93X,'EVAL(REAL)'r4X,'EVAL(IMAG)'r4Xr'E—VECTOR', /)




C COMPUTE 4,ND PRINT OUT THE ANGLES BETWEEN E—VECTORS
C
00 38 I = 2rNX
I1 = I — 1
DO 36 J = 1 , I 1
T = MP = 0.
DO 34 K = 1,NX
34	 TE;AP = TEMP + D1 (K, I) *D 1 (K r J )
ARG = TEMP /(04(I)*D4(J))
36	 03(IrJ) = 57.2958 *ACOS(AMINI(ABS(ARr),l-4))
33	 WRITE(6r104)(I,JrD3(I,J)rJ=1,Il)








C	 COMPUTE CONTROLS U(1) , U(2)AND
C	 X(6) = IhJTEGRAL(U(1)**2 +U(2)**2)DT








3	 TEMP = TEMP + SUM**2
F(NX+2) = TEMP
C
C Cn4PUTF STATES X(1) TO X(4)
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F(I)=SUM
















C	 FILE WRT 4AT FORTRAN Al
C
C	 5/5/79
C	 FILE OF UTILITY SUBROUTINES TO SUPPORT VIBE FORTRAN AL
C
































11 = I + 1
70 10 J=11,14
TEMP = A(IrJ)
A(I rJ ) = A(J, I )
10	 A(JrI) = TFMP
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RETURN
90	 WRITE(NOUT,L00)N1iN2,NA




C	 dMULT — MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
SUBROUTINE MULT(A,B,C,N,L,M,NA,NB,NC)




DO 20 I =10N
on 20 J=1,M
r	 TEMP = 0.
`	 DO 10 K=19L
t	 10	 TF'AP = TFMP + DBLE(A(I,K))*DBLE(B(K,J))
1	 20	 C(I,J) = TEMP
RETURN
90	 WRITE(NOUT,100)N,NA,NC,L,NB










DO 10 I =11N
DO 10 J=1,M	




100	 FORMAT(' *** EPROR IN MSHIFT *** NjNA,NB=' ,315)
RETURN
C	 F. N D
	 j
C	 HATAno — MATRIX ADDITION








10	 C(I,J) = AII,J) + B(I,J)
RFTURN	 j
90	 ARITE(N^UT,100)NrNAINB9NC
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10	 C(I,J) = A(I,.ai	 B(I,J)
RETURN
90	 WRITE(N0UT,100)NvMA9NB,NC


















DO 10 J= 1, M






















5	 A(I,J) = 0.
10	 A(I,I) = 1.
RETURN
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C	 ANORM — CALCULATES THE RSS NORM OF A MATRIX
C
FUNCTION ANORM(A,N1,N2,NA)
01 `4FNS ION A (NA, 1 )
C04MON/NNOUT/NOUT


















C PPLOT GFNERATES A PRINTER PLOT UP TO 130 CHARACTERS WIDE




C X( )=ARRAY OF X—COORDINATES OF POINTS
C Y( )=ARRAY OF Y—COORDINATES OF POINTS
C NPOINT = TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN CURVES
C XYI.(MS(4) = LI.MITS OF X AND Y AXES IN THE ORDER XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX
C	 IF XYLIMS( ) =O,SCALING IS AUTOMATIC
C NCHARS = WIDTH OF PRINTER PLOT (NUMBER OF CHARACTERS)








WR[ TE (NODEV, 100) NPOINT,n!C!-1ARS,NLINES
100	 FORMAT(/' PPLOT CALLED ... TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS =t,Id,
1	 //' NCHARS,NLINES =1,214)
IF(NPn[NT.LE.0) RETURN
IF( NCHARS.LE.130.AND.NLINFS.LE.80)GO TO 1
WRITE(NODEV, 106)NCHARS,NL INES
106	 FORMAT( /,' LIMITS EXCEEDED IN P PLOT. NCHARS,NLINES =',2110)





I 9 (YMIN.GF. v MAX)CALL MI'VMAX$x,NPOINIrYMIN,Y4AX)
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CALL SCALE ( XM I N, XMAX, XST, XDEL rNXP^ i
XFIN = XST + XDEL*NXP
13" = XFI N — XST





YFIN = YST + YDEL*NYP
DY = YFIN — YST




105	 FORMAT( 3 ,' XST,XFIN,YSTrYFIN ='r1P4EI7.49
1	 //,' INDEX FOR X ANY Y ZERO REF AXES ='rOP2I6)
N1 = NCHARS — 1
N2 = NLINFS — 1
DO 10 I = 2rN1
00 10 J = 2,N2
10	 IFLD(I,J) = IRLANK
'JO 20 I = 1rNCHARS
IF(IYAXIS.EQ.1)IFL`J(IrIYZ) = IHOR
IFL-I(I,1) = IHOR
20	 I FLO( I, NL INES ) = IHOR
DO 30 I = 1,NLINES
IF(IXAXIS.EQ.l)IFLD(IXZrI) = IVERT
IFLD(1,I) = IVERT
30	 IFLD(NCHARS,I) = IVERT
NX = NXP + 1
NY = NYP + 1
DO 45 I = 1rNX
XGPID ( I) = XST + ( 1-1)*XDEL
IX = ((I-1)*X0EL/DX) #NCHARS + 1.00001
IX = 41NO(IXrNCHARS)
DO 45 d = 1rNY
YGRI'J(J) = YST + (J—l)*YDFL
IY = ((J-1)*YDEL 3 DY)*NLINES + 1.00001
IY = 41N0(IY,NLINES)
45	 IFLI(IX,IY) = ICROSS
WRITE(NODEVrl01)(XGRID(I)rI=1rNX)
LO1	 FORMAT(/,' X —GRID =',7F10.3r/,9X,7F10.3)
WRITE(NODEV,172)(YGRID(I),I=1,NY)
102	 FORMAT( 3 ,' Y — GRID =',7F10..3,/r9X,7Fl0.3)
,)0 50 I = 1 rNPOINT
IX = ((X(I) —XST)/DX)*NCHARS + 1
IY = ((YFIN—Y(I))/DY)*NLINES + 1
C	 IF(I.LE.50)WRITE(NODEV,107)X(I),Y(I),IXrIY
107	 FO R MAT(' X(I) rY ( I) _' , 1P2E12 . 4,'	 IX, IY =' g0P2I6)
IX = 4AX0(MIN0(IX,NCHARS),I)
[Y = 'lAXJ(MI,VO([YrNLINES)rl)
50	 1FLED(IXr(Y) = ISTAR
nRITF(NO(IFV,103)
IJ3	 FtW14T( L ail )
D(; 60 ( Y = 1 r NL INES
60	 WRITE(NOOF.V,1J4)(IFLD(IXrIY)tlX=1,NCHARS)
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SUBROUTINE MINMAX ( XrN,XMIN,XMAX)
DIMENSION  X(1)
X41N = X(1)
XMAX = X( l)
[F(N.LE.1)RETURN
DO 10 I=?,,N
XMAX = A MAXL(XMAX,X(I))









X^IZ P = XMAX — XMIN
XEXP = ALOG10(XSIZE)
1 1- XP = INTX(XEXP)





I F (XNORM. (:T. 9 .) XMOD 	 2.







20	 [SHIFT = (XPOINT—XMIN)/DELI
START[ = XPOINT — 3EL1*[SHIFT
IF(STARTL.GT.XMIN)STAR'T1 = START[ — DELL
NPTS1 = (XaMAX—START[)/DELI
IF(STARTI+DEL1*(FLOAT(NPTS1)+.01).LT.X4AX)NPTSL = NPTS1 + 1
RETURN
90	 4RITF(6r100)X,4IN,XMAX
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C
SUBROUTINF APLOT (X ► Y ► NPT * NPLOT,XYLIMS t WIDTH ► HEIaHT ► TICKL ►
1 NCASF,XLBLrNXC.YLBLoNYC ► TITL ► NTTL,CNAMES ► NCINOX)
C
C NOTE	 TH E




C X( )-ARRAY OF X —CUORDINATES OF POINTS
C Y( )=ARRAY OF Y COORDINATES OF POINTS
C NP T( ) = NO. OF POINTS(X,Y PAIRS)IN EACH CURVE
C NPLOT- NUMBER
 OF CURVES
C XYLI4S(4)=LIMITS OF X AND Y AXES IN THE ORDER X4INvXMAX,YMIN,YMAX
C IF XYLIM S( )-O,SCALING IS AUTOMATIC
C WIDTH=wIDTH OF PLOT IN INCHES
C HEIGHT= HEIGHT OF PLOT IN INCHES
C TICKLE=LENGTH OF TICK MARKS ON AXES IN INCHES AND HEIGHT OF SCALE NOS
C	 I?J INCHES.
	 IF TICKL IS NEGETIVFvPUT THE TICK MARKS INSIDE AXa4s
C NCAS E -A NO. PRINTED AT THE UPPER RIGHT  HAND CORNER OF PLOT FOR
C	 INDEXING PURPOSES.
C XLBL( ) = ALPHANUMERIC STRING FOR X —AXIS LABEL
C NXC = NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN X AXIS LA3EL
C YLIIL( ) ► NYC = LIKEWISE FOR Y AXIS LABEL
C TITL( ) = ALPHANUMERIC STRING FOR TITLE
C NTTL	 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN TITLE
C CNAMES( ) = ARRAY OF FOUR—CHARACTER IDENTIFIERS FOR THE NPLOT CURVES
C NCIN )X( ) = INTEGER (.GE. 1. AND .LE.N p r( ) ) (NDICATING LOCATION
C	 OF CNAMES IDENTIFIERS FOR FACH CURVF
C
C
D14FNSION X(L)rY(1) ► XAR(10)•NPT;1) ► YYL14S(1) ► LSCALE(2)
014FNSION XLBL(1) ► YLBL(1),TITL(1),CNA4ES(1) ► NCINDX(1)
CO'A MON/ NNCIU T/NODEV
DATA EPS/1.E-9/
4R[Tr-(NODFV,100)NPLOT,NCASE ► (NPT(I),I=1,NPLOT)
100	 FORMAT(/' APLOT CALLED	 NPLOT =1 050X,'NCASE = ',I3f3X,'NPT( ) :^
1	 r10I4,/t(10X,10I4))
C	 nn 110 I=1,10
C	 NNPT = NPT(I)
C110	 W ►-'ITE(NODEV,109) I,X(I),Y(I+NNPT),Y(I+202),Y(I+303) ► Y(1+404)
C109	 FOR4AT(2X,I5r 1 COORnINATF.S= 1 , 6F10.4)
IF(NPLOT.LE.0)RETURN
TICK = ABS( TICKL )
H1 = 12*TICK
H2 = H1 + WIDTH
V1 = 9*T[CK
V'" = V1 + HFIGHT
C
C	 FIND TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS ON PLOT
C
NPOINT = 0
00 2 I=1 rNPLOT
2	 NPOINT = 'NPOINT + NPT([ )
C
C	 SC 1LE X—AXES
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CALL SCALE(XM(NtXMAXtXST ♦ XDELtNXP)
XFIN : XST + XDEL*NXP
nX = XFIN — XST
XF - (H2—H1)/DX
WRITE(NODEViLOI)XMINtX4AXtXSTtXDELPXFINtNXP
101	 Fn RMAT(/ ♦ XMIN t XMAX =t t1P2EI4.7,5X, O XSTARTtXDFL,XFINISH =t,
1	 3F10.3,5X, I NXP =0,I4)
G
C	 SCAt F Y—AXES
C
YMIN = XYLIMS(3)
YMAX = XYLI MS(4)
I F (XYLIMS(3).GE.XYLIMS(4))CALL MINMAX(YtNPOINT,YMIN,YMAX)
CALL SCALE(Y4lN,YMAX,YSTtYDEL,NYP)
YFIN = YST + YDEL*NYP
nY = YFIN — YST
YF = (V2.—V1)/DY
WRITE(NODEVt102)YMINtYMAXPYSTtYDEL ♦ YFIN#NYP
102	 FORMAT(/ # YMIN ♦ YMAX = 1 91P2E14.7,5X, I YSTART,YDEL ♦ YFINISH = ♦,
1	 ac i^. 3,5X, ♦:'iYP ==,14)
C















ROPRIAT F ADD X = 0 9
 Y = 0 AXES
IF(XST.GT .O..UR.XFIN.LT .O.)GO TO 12
XX = — XST*XF + H1
CALL PLi]T(XX,V1,3)
CALL PL0T(XX,V2,2)
1?	 IF(YST.GT.O..OR.YFIN.LT .O.)GO Ti; 14










WD = . 9* HT
Af) = ('i1f-H2) /2. -- .5*NTTL*1.5*wD
IF(NTTL.GT.0)CALL SYMBOL(XP,V2+4.*HT,l.5*HT,TI'TLvANG,NTTL)
<P = (ail +H2)I2. — .5*NXC*,iD
IF(`lXC.GT.0)CALL SYMBOL (XP,V1-3.*HT,H T, XL 3L,ANG,NXC)
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YP - (V1+V2)/2. - .5*NYC*WD
IF(NYC.GT .0)CALL SYMBOL(H1-11.*HT,YP,HT,YLBL,ANG909NYC)
C







C	 AQD X-AXIS TICK MARKS AND SCALE
C
N z NXP + I
YY	 V1 - 4.*TICK
DO 12 I-1,N
XA = HI. + ( I-1) *XDEL*XF
CALL PLOT(XA,V1,3)
CALL PLOT(XA,V1-TICKL,2)
XR - XST + (I-1)*XDEL
XK = XR + SIGN(EPS,XR)
NIGT = MINO(4AXO(0•-IFIX(ALOG10(ABS(XR)))+3) #8)
IF(ABS(XR) . +.F. 2.*EPS) NDGT=0
22	 CALL NUMBER(XA-2.*TICK,YY,HT,XR,ANG,NOGT)
C
C	 ADD Y-AXIS TICK MARKS AND SCALE
C
N = "VIP + 1
XX = V1 - 7.*TICK
DO 26 I=104




YR = YST + (I-1)*YDEL
YR = YR + SIGN(EPS,YR)
NDGT = MINO(4AXO(O,-IFIX(ALr)GIO(ABS(YR)))+3),8)
IF(ARS(YR) .LE. 2.*EPS) NDGT=O
26	 CALL NUMBER(XXjYY,HT,YR,ANG,NDGT)
C









CALL 0L0T(XX+2. *H;' ,YY+4.*HT,2)
CALL SYMBOL(XX+3.^,.MT,YY+4.*HT,HT,CNAMES(I),ANG,4)
32	 N	 NPT(I) - 1
C
C	 oL^",T FAC 14 CjRVF
C
K = K + 1
XX = 441,'NI(Aw.NX1(H1,(X(K)-"ST)*XF+H1),H2)
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K	 K * 1









IF(X MAX.LE.XMIN)GO TO 90










DO 10 I=1 ; 3n
XMAG = 10.**(1-15)
X 0 0INT = FLOAT(INTX(XMAG *XMAX))/XMAG




STARTI = XPOINT - DEL1*ISHIFT
















10	 XMIN = 44IN1(XMIN,X(I))
RETURN
ENDJ
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REAL*9 PNAME






IF (XH r)IJRS.GE. 13.) XHOURS = XHOURS - 12.
XHOURS = XHOURS
5	 X'4IN - (XHOURS - IHOURS)*60.
I MIN - XMIN
IF(NUDEV.GT.0)WRITE(NODFVt100)PNAMFt)MOsIDAYtIYR#IHOURStl^4IN1 A MPM
ion



























C	 FILE I"ITOD'E1 INPUT
C
C	 INPUT FOR MONTGOMERY # S AIRCRAFT LATERAL SIMULAT[CN
C JUL 29v 1980
C
CINTOOE
Xi = 0.r.l ► 9.t.lr6*0.s




TPa INT = .05,
NXPR = I#?,t3r495r6 t 7v 3.2*Or
A=-3.67994E-1r1.E49-2.4209F-2r2.59319E-1r3*0.#1.7335E-2r
-3.2?79E-2 t 2.67949E-1 t-1 .10395E -1 t-9.65926E- 1r 2.61375E1, J. r 4.4olO72E--Z
A=-1.57133r0•t 1.96959,0.,2.J6549tJ.t-2.33943EUtO. r
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NCHAR S - 80 9 WINESNES - 48,
"!CHARS ac 130,NLINES - 62,
XNA ".4ES=4HRORA,4HBANK,4HYAWRr4H YAWt4HINX2t4HINU294HAILE,4HRUDUt42*0.,
XL I LS(1tl) = 4HROLL, 4H RAT, 4HE (R, 4HAD/S• 4HEC) t
XLBLS(L t 2) = 4HBANK, 4H ANGr 4HLE (, 4HRAO)r
XLBL5(1,3) = 4HYAW , 4HRATE, 4H (RA t 4HD/SEr 4HC)
	 ,
XLBLS(1,4) = 4HYA"W , 4HANGL1 4HE (R, 4HAD) ,
XLRLS(1r5) : 4HI4TE, 4HGRAL "r 4HXT*Xr
XLBLS(1r6) = 4HINTE, 4HGRAL, 4HUT*U,
XL9LS(1r7) = 4HAILE, 4HRON , 4H(RAD t
 4H)	 r
XLBL S (l t © ) - 4HRUDO # 4HER (v 4HRAD) 1
NINT = 6t
NT T - 9,
XPLBL = 4HT14E t
 4H (SEr 4HC)	 , 7 *0.1
NXC - 10,
YPt,BL - 4HSTAT, 4HE	 1 8*0. r
NYC = 5r




























































INPUT FOR HALL O S AIRCRAFT LATERAL SIMULATION









N';PR - 1t2r3,4,5#6,798o9r0 ►
A=-3.18,1.9—.06#.02213*0.9.0644t•6390.1—•279— .9989-10.690.t4.5r
B=-14,4t3*0. 9 1.5vO. t -^2.599.037#2*0. t—.g6 ► 0.t
XK =•-3.g732631E-021-4.3598451E-03,1.9987654E- 02,1.2020696E-02,-959E—Olt
2.5593357E*OOt2.1617.822r—019- 3.6611261E-03t4.75162.79E+00t- 9.4E-01,





NCHAPS = 80r NLINES = 481
NCHARS = 1309NLINES = 62t
XNAMES = 4HRORA t
 4HBANK # 4HYAWR # 4H YAW14HINX2#4HINU2v 4HAILEv4HRYAWC#0r
XLBLS(lrl) = 4HROLL, 4H RAT, 4HE (R, 4HAD/St 4HEC) r
XLBLS(lt2) = 4HBANK, 4H ANG, 4HLE (r 4HRAD),
XLBLS(1r3) = 4HYAW t 4HRATEt 4H (RA P 4HD/SEP 4HC)	 r
XLBLS(1.4) = 4HYAW , 4HANGL, 4HE (R, 4HAD) t
XLRLS(1,S) = 4HINTE, 4HGRAL t 4HXT*X,
XLBLS (1, 6 ) = 4H I.NTE# 4HGRAL, 4flUT*U,
XLBLS(1r7) = 4HAILE, 4HRON r 4H(RAO t 4H)	 ,
XLBLS(1 ► 0-) = 4HRUDD # 4HER (, 4HRAD)9
XLILS(l# g ) = 4HYAW r 4HCONT t 4HROL , 4H(RAD, 4H)
NTOT = 9,
HINT = 6,
°L5L - 4HTIMEt 4H (SEt 4HC)	 r7*0.r
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NXC = 10,
YPLF3L = 4HSTAT, 4HE 	 1 8 *0.0
NYC = 5,















— 9.7618792E— Olt-1.2922382E+00, 2.6900148E+0093.0 lOO1 11E+00 9-4. 1E+001








TITO 12 1 =4H 1.Ot
XK=—.03413;,.1519t-2.6339.1.37833,—.933f2.535t.2175,.002644t5.530




























Appendix C INTADE Computer Program
&END





.41237,.41809,4.. 73614 ,-3.153,—.86026, 74891.7639,
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C
C	 FILE PFRTS FORTRAN Al
C	 PROGRAM TO TEST ROBUSTNESS OF LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS
C
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED
DI M ENSION FVR1(4), EVI 1(4),EVEC1(4,4),EVR2(4),EVI2(4),EVEC2(4,4)
DIMENSION XX(4004),YY(4004),XYL(4),NPTS(1)
DIMENSION CNAMES(1),XLBL(LO),YLBL(10),TITL(20) ► NCINDX(l)






C	 INPUT VARIABLES IN THE NAMELIST
C
C	 N = NO. OF STATE VARIABLES
C	 M = NO. OF CONTROL VARIABLES
G	 iCONT — INDEX TO CONTINUE, OR STOP MULTIPLE CASE RUNS
C	 0 , STOP AFTER THIS CASE
C	 1 , CONTINUE TO NEXT CASE
C	 A = N BY N SYSTEM MATRIX
C	 B = N BY M CONTROL MATRIX
C	 XK = M 9Y N FEEDBACK MATRIX
C	 P = FRACTION GIVING THE MAX14UM PFRTURBATION
C	 NSAMP = NO. OF SAMPLES
C	 IPRINT = INDEX TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF PRINTOUT
C	 IPLOT — INDEX THAT CONTROLS THE GENERATION OF PLOTS
C	 XLBL = ARRAY CONTAINING THE X —AXIS LABEL FOR PLOTS
C	 NXC = NO. OF CHARACTERS (LETTERS) IN X — AXIS LABEL
C	 YLBL = ARRAY CONTAINING THE Y — AXIS LABEL FOR PLOTS
C	 NYC = NO. OF CHARACTERS IN Y—AXIS LABEL
C	 TITL = ARRAY CONTAINING A LABEL TO APPEAR IN PLOTS













C	 PR I"!T aANNER
C
WRITF(6,100) NCASE






C	 PR[NT MATRICES A,9,K AND A+B*K
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C
CALL 'a RTMAT(A,N,V,N, fA- 1)
CALL WRTMAT(BvN,M,N,'B= ')




CALCULATE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
CALL GENE(CA,N,EVRI9EVI1•EVECI,I,IPRINT)
IP=1
IF(IPLOT .GT. 0) CALL XYSTO(XX ► YY,EVRI,EVII,N,IP)
START Mf1NTE CARD RUNS
DO 10 I= 1, NSAMP
CALL PERTE
CALL MATM(?A,PB,XK,CA,N,M)
IF((I--L)IIPRINT*IPRINT .NE. I-1) GO TO 20
CALL WRTMAT(PA,N•N,N,'PERT A= 1)
CALL WRTMAT(PB,N,M,N,'PERT B= ')
CALL WRTMAT(CA,N,N,N,'PRT A ♦ BK')
20	 CALL GENE(C A t N,EVR2.EVI2,EVEC2,I,IPRINT)
IF(IPLOT .GT. 0) CALL XYSTO(XX,YY,EVR29EVI2eN,IP)
CALCULATE AND PRINT STATISTICS ON REMAX , REMIN AND RTOMAX
CALL STATS(EVRIPEVI1,EVR2,EVIZ,N,I,NSA:MP.IPRINT)
10	 CONTINUE
IF(IPLOT .LE. 1) GO TO 99
IF(ISTART .GC. 1) CALL PLOTS(0i000)








C	 GO TO NEXT CASE IF ICONT IS GRATER THAN ZERO
C
99	 IF(ICONf .GE. 1) GO TO 999




C	 MATM — COMPUTES CA = A + B * XK
C,	 WHERE A . 9 AND XK ARE GIVEN MATRICES
C
SUBROUTINE MATM(A, 3• XK,CA,N, M)
DIME`JSIONA(N,V).9(N,M),XK(M,N),CA(N,N)
DO 10 I=19N






































IF(A(I,J) .EQ. 0. .OR. A(I,J) .EQ. 1.) GO TO ?
PA(I ,J)=A(I, J)*(1. *RAND (NNN) *P1
2	 CONTINUE
C






















OA TA ANVAlEI,ANAME2,ANAME3/' REM AX	 REwIN	 RTOMAX '/













100 FORMATM 0 PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN'//2X,'REMAX=•,F10.4,//2X,'
1,RE4IN=',FLO.4,//2Xr'RTOMAX=',F10.4)






124	 FOR4AT(2X,'UNPERTURRED VALUES ARE'//2X,'REMA.`=',FL0.4,//2X,'
IRE4IN=',FL0.4,//2X,'RTOMAX=',F10.4)
125	 FORMAT(/IOX,'STATISTICS ON ',A8,'WITH PERTURBATIONS'//IOXt" AX
1 1 9F10.4r'
	
MIN',F10.40	 MEAN ' Y F10.4 1 '	 STO DVN ',F10.4)
IF(RTMAXI .EQ. 0. .AND. RTMAX2 .EQ. 0.) GO TO 8
IF(RTMAXL .EQ. 0) CRTX(IS)=100.






9	 IF(((S-1)/IPRINT*IPRINT .NE. IS-1) GO TO 6
WRITE(6 1 99) REMAXL,REMINL,RTMAXI,REMAX2,REMIN2,RTMAX2
99	 F(IRMAT(2X,'RFMAXI,REMINI,RTMAXIiREMAX2rREMIN2,RT4AX2 =',6E14.6)
WRITF;(6,100) CREX(IS),CREM(IS),CRTX(IS)
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CALL MINMAX(CRTXArNSAMPrCRTXNA,CRTXXA)
WRITE(6r120)
120	 FORMAT(//25Xr'STATISTICS FROM THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS')
viRITE(69123) ANAMEI,CREXX,CREXNrRMAXMrSRX
CALL HISTO(CREXrNSAMP ► CREXNrCREXXrDr2O9NYrNT)
WRITE(6t121) ANAME10
121	 F ORMAT(IOXrAW HISTOGRAM T EACH INTERVAL IS ',F10.4v' UNITS'/)
WRITE(6 1 122) (I,I=1r20)r(NY(J)rJ=1r20)r,'NT
122
	 FORMAT(5X,20I6r//4Xr20I6r/40Xr'TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES = 'r I6)







































C	 XYSTO — STORES ARRAYS X AND Y IN ARRAYS XX AND YY
C
SUBROUTINE XYSTO(XXrYY,X,Y,N,IP)
DOUBLE PRFC IS ION DSEED
01MENSION XX(1),YY( l),X(N),Y(,1),RAND(4)
IATA SE E D /13.00/
CALL GGUBS(SEED,V.RAND)
DO 1 I=1,14
R AN!7 ( I ) =-1+2 *RAND( I)
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XX(IP)-X(I)
YY(IP)=Y(I)


















IF(X(I) .LF. XH(J)) GO TO 2
3	 CONTINUE







C	 FILE GENE FORTRAN	 4/23/80
C





































22 WORK(J,I)	 =	 REAL(CEVEC(J,I)*CNORM)
GO TO 10













40 I	 =	 I	 +	 1
IF( I . GT. N).RETURN
IF(EVALI(I))45940145
45 EVALI(I)	 =	 ABS(FVALI(I))







C ORDER — ORDERS THE ELEMENTS OF A VECTOR BY ALGEBRAIC SIZE.	 TN E
C RESULTING PERMUTATION OF THE INDICES	 IS RETURNED IN VECTOR TV.
C IF MOOE = 1,	 THE ELEMENTS OF VECTOR V1 ARE ALSO REORDERED






1	 IV(I) = I
OC 4 11 = 29N
I = I[
2	 J = I — 1
IF(-2V(I).GE.RV(J))GO TO 4
CALL SWAP (RV(I) ,RV(J) )
I F (400E.GE.1)CALL S4AP(Vl(l),V1(J))
IF(MOOE.GE.2)CALL S"WAP(VL(I) ► VZ(J))
KK = IV(I)
IV([ ) = IV(J )
IV(J) = KK
IF(.J.LE.1):,C TC 4








C	 EIGER - CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX ('BODE - 0)
C	 OR ROTH EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS (MODE - 1)
C	 THE E[GCNVALUFS ARE GROEREO BY ABS VALUE
C	 TPRINT CONTROLS THE PRINTOUT
C	 1PRINT = 1 r LIST EIGENVALUES ONLY













la g 	PORMAT(/,' ERROR IN EIGRF	 IER =105)
IF(IPRINT.GE .3)CALL CEVPRT(CEVAL,CEVECrN,[CvWGRK•MOOE)




IF(((S-1)/IPRT* , IPRT .NE. IS-1) RETURN
IF(400F.LF.0)GO TO 40
WRITE(NPRINT,104)NrANAME









F URMAT(/' THE 1 ,I39' ORDER ',A8r' MATRIX HAS FIGENVALUES'
1	 it (REAL)/(IMAG)'r/(1P10E13.5))
WRITE(NPRINT,106)(EVI(.I)rt=1,N)









1 1)	 wJRK (2 r I ) = A I MAG (CEVAL (I) )
CALL WRTMAT(WORKr2rN,N9'E-VALS ')
DO 20 I =1,N
JO 20 J=11N
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00 30 J=1 ► N
30	 WURK(IrJ) - AIMAG(CEVEC(IrJ))























C	 MSHIFT — TRANSFERES VECTORS AND MATRICES
C
SJBROUTINE MSHIFT(At3vN,MrNArN8)





10	 B(19J) = A(Ir.1)
RETURN
90	 4RITE(NOUT,100)N,NA,NB













C**********	 SUBROUTINE APLOT	 **********
C
S 13ROUTINF APLOT(X.YvNPTsiNPLOT,XYLIMS,NIDTH,HEIGHT,TICKLr
1	 NC4SF, XL ;3L,NXC,YLBL, NYC,TITL,NTTL,C.NAMES,3NC IMDX)
C
C NOTE	 THE X( ), Y( ) ARRAYS ARE UNCHANGED IN THIS SUBROUTINE
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C X( )=ARRAY O F X—COORDINATES OF POINTS
C Y( )=ARRAY OF Y COORDINATES OF POINTS
C NPT( )-NO. OF POINTSIXrY PAIRSHN EACH CURVE
C NPLUT=NUMBER OF CURVES
C XYLIMS( 4)=LIMITS OF X AND Y AXES IN THE ORDER XMIN , XMAX , YMIN.YMAX
C IF XYLIMS( ) = O,SCALING IS AUTOMATIC
C WIDTH-WIDTH OF PLOT IN INCHES
C HEIGHT= HEIGHT OF PLOT IN INCHES
C TICKLE= LENGTH OF TICK MARKS ON AXES IN INCHES AND HFIGHT OF SCALC N OS
C	 IN INCHES. IF TICKL IS NEGETIVE,PUT THE SICK MARKS INSIDE AXES
C NCASE-A NO. PRI`dTED AT THE UPPER RIGHT HAND CORNER OF PLOT FOR
C INDEXING PURPOSFS.
C XLBL( ) = ALPHANUMERIC STRING FOR X—AXIS LABEL
C NXC - NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN X AXIS LABEL
C YLBL( ), NYC = LIKEWISE FOR Y AXIS LABEL
C TITLI ) = ALPHANUMERIC STRING FOR TITLE
C NTTL	 NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN TITLE
C CNAM EF( ) = ARRAY OF FOUR—CHARACTER IDFNTIFIERS FOR THE NPLOT CURVES
C NCI"Jr,'K( )
	
INTEGER (.GE.1. AND .LE.MPT( ) ) INDICATING, LOCATION







WRITE(NODEV, 100)NPLOT v NCASE 9 ( NPT( I) 9 I=1,NPLOT)
100	 FO RM4T(/' APLOT CALLED	 NPLOT =',I5,3X,'NCASF =',I3,3X,'NPTt ) ^'
1	 ,10(4,/,(L0X910I4))
C	 ADO 110 I=1,10
C	 NNPT = NPT(I)
0110	 WRITE(NODFV,109) I,X(I),Y(IfNNPT)tY(1+202)rY(I+303)9Y(I4-404)








H2 = H1 + WIDTH
V1 = 9*TICK
V2 = V1 + HEIGHT
C
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aI TO b
4	 CALL MINMAX(XrNPOINT#XMINrX.4AX)
S	 IF(YMN.GE .YMX)GO TO 8
YMIN	 YMN
Y MAX = YMX
Gn Tn 10





XFIN = XST + XDEL*NXP






YFIN = YST + YOEL*NYP




iGl	 FORMAT (/' XM!NtXMAX = 'r 1P 2E14.7r5Xr °XSTARTrXOELrXFINISH =',
1	 3F10.3r5Xr'NXP =1rI4)
102	 FPR M AT(/' YMIN,YMAX =' t 1P2F14.7,5X,'YSTART,YOEL,YFINISH ='r
1	 3F10.3,5X,'NYP =4,I4)
C








C	 jr PPROPRIATE ADD X = Or Y = 0 AXES
C
77	 IF(XST.GT .O..OR.XFIN.LT .O.)GO TO 1?
XX = -XST*XF + H1
CALL PLUT(XXrVlr3)
CALL PLUT(XXrV2r2)
12	 IF(YST.GT.O..OQ.YFIN.LT .O.)GO TO 14











XP = (H1+H2)/2. - .5*NTTL*1.5*;rD
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IF(NTTL.vT.0)CALL SYMBOL(XP,V2+4.*HTr1.5*HTrTITL,ANG,NTTL)
XP = (H1+H2)/2. — .5*NXC*'WD
IF(NXC.GT .OICALL SYMBOL(XPtV1-8.*HTPHT,XLBLPANG+NXC)
YP = (V1+V2)/2. — .5*NYC* D
IF(NYC.GT .0)CALL SYMBOL(H1-11. *HT rYP,HTPYLBL,ANG909NYC)
C
C	 ADD CASE NUMBER (IF NONZERO) AND DATE
C
NnG : 0
1F( NICASE.GT.0) CAL L NUMBER(H2+HT,V2,HT', FLOAT (NCASE),ANGiNDG)
CALL DATIMP(H1,V2+2*HTvHTt l APLOT	 0)
C
C	 AnD X— AXIS TICK MARKS AND SCALE
C
N = NXP + I
YY	 V1 — 4.*TICK
00 2;a I-1,N
XA = 1I - 11*XDEL*XF
CALL PL0T(HI+XAvVlr3)
CALL PLUT(H1+XA,V1—TICKL,2)
XX = H1 + XA — 2.*TICK
X4	 XST + (I-1)*XDEL
XR = XR + SIGN(EPS,XR)
C	 IF(A3S(XR).LE.24*EPS)XR = 0.
MDC,T _	 (tin( ^AQYI^( ; -.TFTY(^11 n r_ ► nr ^ac(Xo ► ► 	 n) Q%




C	 ADD Y—AXIS TICK MARKS AND SCALE
C
N = NYP + 1
XX a V1 — 7.*TICK
10 24 I=1,N
Y A = ( I-1) *YDF,L*YF
CALL PLOT(H1rV1+YAr3)
CALL PL0T(Hi—TICKL9VI+YA,2)
YY = V1 + YA
YR = YST + (I-1)*YDEL
YR = YR + SIGN(EPS,YR)
C	 IF(l5S(YR).LE..:.*EPS)YR = 0.
NDGT = MINO(MAXO(0,—IFIX(ALOGIO(ABS(YR)))+3),8)
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CALL PLOT(XX+2.*HToYY+4.*HT,2)
CALL SYMBOL(XX+3.*HT,YY +4.*HT#HTPCNAMES(I),ANG,4)
28	 N = NPT(I) — 1
C
C	 P LOT EACH CURVE
C







DO 30 J = 19N













XSIZE = XMAX — XMIN
XEXP = ALOG10(XSIZE)
INTX(XEXP)
XOQ)	 = 10.* *IEXP
'VlV ' H = XSI ZF/XORD
IF(XNORM.LE.1.6)XMOD = .2
IF(XNORM.GT.1.6.AND.X;40RM.LE.4.)XMGD = .5




XMAG = 10.* *(I-15)




20	 (SHIFT = (XPOINT—XMIN)/DELI
START( = XPOINT — OF,..1*ISHIFT
IF(STARTI.GT.XM(N)STARTL = START( — OEL1
NPTS1 = (XMAX—STARTI)/DELI
IF(START1+DELL*(FLOAT( 14PTS1)+.01).LT.XMAX)NPTS1 = NPTS1 + 1
RETURN
90	 WRITE(6,100)XMIN,XMAX












X:MAX = A MAX 1 (XMAX, X (I) )














IF(XHOURS.GE .12.)AMPM = PM
[F(XHOURS.GE.13.)XHOURS = XHOURS — 12.
IHOURS = XHOURS
5	 XMIN = (XHOURS ° IHOURS)*60.
I M IN = XMIN
IF(M ODEV.GT .0)WRITE(NODEV,100)PNAME,I:MU,IjAYrIYR,(HOURS,IMIN,AM P M
















CALL SY4BOL(XP+2.*WD,YP, HT, 1H/,ANG,1)
CALL SYMBOL(XP+3.*WD,YP,HT,IDAY,ANG,2)









C	 FILE PERT INPUT
C	 IT CONTAINS THE INPUT FOR THE MONTGOMERY AIRCRAFT
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TITL=4H40NT,4HGOME 9 4HRY A/4H/C C94HLOSE,4HD L0,4HOP Er4HIGEN,44HE PEr

















































TI TL ( 18 ) =4N0.04,
XK= 5.17 ► — .0 59375,4.871901.1309,.106,5.0654,7.2623,-2.5309,
&END
C
C	 FILE PERT2 INPUT
C
	







TITL = 4HHALL,4H AIR,4HCRAF,4HT CL,4HOSED,4H LO0,4HP EI,4HGENV,h H ALU 9.y.
4H PER,4HTURB,4HATIU,4HNS P 1 4H=.1 ,4H(MIN,4H K)T,4HAU= ,4H1.0
NTT L = 72,CNAMES = 4H	 ,NCINDX=O,
NSAMP=5,
P = . 1 r
A= -3. 188 1.,—.06,.022,3*0.,.0644,.63,0.,—.27,—.998,-10.6,0.,4.5,
8= -14.4,3*0., 1 .5, 0.,-2.5,9,.037,2*0.,—.96,0.,
XK = - 3.9732631E- 02, -4.3598451E-03,1.9987654E- 02,1.2020696E- 02, - 9.9E- 01,

































Appendix D PERTB Computer Program











XK=4. 8141 9 — . 42649.02787 9




Appendix E The Sensitivity of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
This appendix contains a more complete derivation of equations (16) and
(17) presented in Chapter II. The derivation presented here was taken from
Stewart (1973) 5 , and more complete discussions of matrix perturbation theory
are available in Horscholder (1964) 6 and Wilkenson (1965)7.
As previously described, we assume matrices A and A + E have eigen-
solutions
	
A v i = a i v i 	(E1)
and
	
(A + E) vi	 vi	 (E2)
with ((EJI,ui 
= X i - x i and q i = vi - v i all small perturbations of order
0	 ce 1. Using the notation and assumptions of Chapter II, we consider









Given a unitary matrix [0], transform A as
	
[vU] H A [vU] =	 v HAv	 vHAU
	
UHAv	 UHAU
and	 vHAv = XvHv = A,
UHAv = UH (av) = X(UHv) = 0,
so
	
[vl' j H A [VU] =	 1	 vHAU
0	 UHAU
The eigenvalues of UHAU will be those of A less
	 since we have reduced A to
block-triangular form by a similarity transformation. Next expand (E2) as
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( A + E ) ( v + UP)	 (a + u) ( v + UP)	 (E4)
with
	
Ev + AUP = uv + 'NUP	 (E5)
since	 EUP = 0(e2 ) and uUp = 0 (e2).
Premultiply (E5) by U  to obtain an expression for p;
UHEv + UHAUp = %p
or	 p = (XI - AU) -1 UHEv	 (E6)
which yields equation (17) in Chapter II.
To derive equation (16), premultiply (E4) by v  to obtain
(v 11A + v HE) (v + UP) = (X + u)
+V%p +vHEv+vHEUP = 1+u.
Use the previous result (E6) to obtain
u = vH Ev + v HAU (XI - AU)-IUHEv
+ vHEU (XI - AU) -1 UHEv
vH
u = [1 v HAU(\I - UHAU) -l ]	 Ev	 (E7)
UH
+ v HEU(XI - AU) -1 UHEv
u = wHEv + vH EU (aI - UHAU) -1 UH Ev	 (E8)
ICI	 I1 wH 11 I;EII	 + IIEIJ 2 }1(\1 - AU)-111	 (16)





 = [1 vHAU 	 UHAU) -l ]	 of A.
	 (E9)
UH




and solve fo g z H . Once we find z H I y  is given by
vH









Ca (vH + zH UH) (AU)] = Ca zHJ
or
zH(XI - UHAU) = vHAU
zH = vHA.U(aI - UHAU)-1
which by (E10) yields (E9) and hence (E8).
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